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Abstract

The potential applications enabled by unattended small wireless sensor devices, capable of collecting information from the environment and organizing themselves in an ad hoc manner to relay data to a remote observer, have motivated the research work presented in this thesis dissertation. Wireless sensor network (WSN) applications can range from military, surveillance and emergency response to health care, traffic control, and vital body conditions monitoring. In addition, the recent development of low-cost wireless multimedia hardware has enabled the integration of multimedia capabilities into WSNs. The research of wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) is a relatively new field and it is envisioned that it will enhance several existing classes of WSN applications and motivate the development of new and ambitious ones.

In this thesis dissertation, we focus upon the design and performance evaluation of a suite of protocols for wireless multimedia sensor networks: data routing in wireless sensor networks and interactive multimedia streaming in a wireless multimedia sensor networks. To this end, we propose the design of low-latency and reliable routing protocols for WSNs that aim simplicity and efficiency, and we propose and evaluate a hybrid mobile data gathering protocol for WSNs that should not only reduce data delivery latency, but also contribute to alleviating the bottleneck problem at static data aggregation points. We also propose a suite of protocols that enable interactive multimedia streaming over wireless multimedia sensor networks for thin mobile devices. We present our protocols, discuss their implementation, and report on their performance evaluation based on an extensive set of simulation experiments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preliminary Considerations

Wireless sensor networks have attracted the attention of either the research community and the industry in the last few years. One of the main reasons for the current research interest and rapid development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the potential pervasive applications enabled by small unattended wireless devices capable of collecting information from the environment and that organize themselves in an ad hoc manner to relay the gathered data to a remote observer or base station. A plethora of applications are envisioned that will exploit these low-cost, large-scale and self-organizing class of wireless ad hoc networks. The applications range from military, surveillance and emergency response to health care, traffic control, and vital body conditions monitoring [6][5]. The main challenges on the design and implementation of wireless sensor networks are the tradeoffs imposed by the different application requirements, sometimes conflicting, thereby making it difficult to come up with a definite network design. For instance, surveillance and emergency systems often require the sensor network to be fast, reliable, and always available. However, timely response, reliability, and extended network lifetime are conflicting requirements, i.e., in order to provide low-latency and reliable sensor data delivery, a large number of nodes must be always on, which consumes more energy
than sensor network solutions for non-delay sensitive applications that receive data periodically. In the later case, the sensor nodes can save energy by turning their radios off and only waking up during data delivery periods, thereby increasing the network lifetime. Another challenge that is taken into consideration in all development layers is that wireless sensor nodes are resource-constrained devices in terms of energy, memory, and processing power. Depending on the application and deployment method, the WSN might be unattended for long periods and replacing batteries may be unfeasible.

Recently, the development of low-cost wireless multimedia hardware, e.g., wireless micro-cameras and multimedia-capable wireless devices, has drawn the attention to the convergence of wireless sensor networks and multimedia streaming capabilities. Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs), i.e., networked wireless devices capable of capturing, processing and transmitting images, audio and video, besides scalar data, have emerged as an important technology that will enhance existing wireless sensor network applications to a new level [7]. The envisioned applications range from multimedia surveillance sensor networks, advanced emergency response, health care, border protection, augmented reality systems, just to mention a few.

Nonetheless, this anticipated convergence of wireless sensor networks and multimedia streaming faces a dilemma: a sensor network comprises resource limited devices, and multimedia streaming shows bandwidth-hungry requirements. Hence, the core challenge in WMSNs is to provide effective solutions to relay video and other types of media, that are known to require high-bandwidth, over such constrained wireless networks. For instance, the MICAz, Telos, and SmartMesh-XT sensor motes offer a maximum data rate of 250kbps, which is low depending on the multimedia quality requirements of the application. In addition, the bandwidth problem is intensified when multi-hop communications are taken into consideration. In a dense wireless network, e.g., sensor networks, the total capacity of a wireless link is decreased significantly due to interference with the transmissions of nearby nodes [75]. But there is light at the end of the tunnel. The research on multi-tiered network architectures for WMSNs [71][106] is the key compo-
nent to enable the development of applications for WMSNs. For instance, in a multi-tier WMSN, the lower tiers are responsible for sensing and other small tasks, leaving the more complex task, e.g., video recording and encoding, to resource-rich multimedia devices at higher tiers.

1.2 Scope of this Thesis

In this thesis, we focus upon two key areas: data routing in wireless sensor networks and multimedia streaming in a wireless multimedia sensor network. We have observed that most of the existing sensor network techniques are designed considering non-delay-sensitive applications, giving more emphasis to energy savings. In the case of delay-sensitive applications, e.g., surveillance or emergency response systems in indoor environments, low latency and reliability are preferred to energy savings. Therefore, we propose the design of fast and reliable routing protocols that aims at simplicity and efficiency. We also design, implement and test a mobile data gathering approach for wireless sensor networks to alleviate the issue of static single data aggregation points.

In the second part of this thesis, we study the concepts of wireless multimedia sensor networks, its challenges and existing architectures, as well as the multimedia streaming research field. Almost all the research on multimedia over sensor networks consider the streaming of video, the so called “video sensor networks”. We go further and design an interactive non-linear multimedia streaming technique for WMSNs. Our motivations come mainly from the potential applications that we conceptualize with the convergence of sensor networks and interactive multimedia. The design principles for the development of our interactive multimedia streaming techniques over WMSNs include the use of a low latency data delivery mechanism for sensor networks, the MDC/CPEQ protocol, in which the mobile entities have two roles: they collect the sensory data; and they are the multimedia receivers, e.g., head-mounted display capable of communicating with the sensor network and with a rendering server. The rendering outputs are 2D images that
are streamed to the multimedia receivers. Hence, the interactive multimedia streaming over WMSNs comprises the design of multiple components: a multi-tier architecture, an interactive streaming protocol (ISP), an interactive image-based transport protocol, the image scheduling and buffering mechanisms, and our initial ideas of a virtual path prediction mechanism.

1.3 The Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis contributes with a suite of routing protocols and multimedia streaming for wireless sensor networks. The first protocol, PEQ (Periodic, Event-based, and Query-driven), is the base for the other two protocols and relies on a dissemination tree based on the hop count of the sensor nodes to relay data to a sink in a multi-hop fashion. It provides fault-tolerance by repairing broken routes using only a node’s local information.

The second protocol is a cluster-based extension of PEQ, Cluster-based PEQ or simply CPEQ. It uses the residual energy of the nodes in a certain region to select the cluster-head and build its cluster. The cluster-head role is assigned in turns, and each node in the network can become a cluster-head. Thus, there is a periodic selection of new cluster-heads to guarantee that traffic and energy consumption is distributed uniformly among the nodes. CPEQ relies on PEQ to deliver data to a sink in a multi-hop communication pattern, instead of using direct communications like LEACH [53] does, in order to achieve a reasonable scalability.

The third protocol is a mobile data gathering technique called MDC/CPEQ. It inherits all the features of PEQ and CPEQ, plus an extra property: it supports mobility of sinks or “mobile data collectors” (MDCs) in order to alleviate the main problem of all multi-hop routing strategies with static sinks or base stations - the bottleneck at the sink’s vicinity. In these terms, the routing protocols for wireless multimedia sensor networks proposed in this thesis are tailored for delay-sensitive applications that require fast response and reliability, but they can be also applied to other classes of applications.
This thesis also contributes with a multi-tier wireless sensor architecture and its protocols that can foster the development of multimedia sensor network applications. In addition, this research proposes a solution to enable detailed interactive multimedia on thin mobile devices for augmented reality applications over wireless multimedia sensor networks and wireless networks in general. As far as the author is concerned, this research work is one of the first attempts in this direction and it is expected that the preliminary discoveries presented here will contribute with the research community by leaving the foundations of an architecture that could be explored and enhanced for future augmented reality systems based on events collected by a wireless sensor network.

The major contributions of this thesis include the design and development of:

- A novel routing protocol for wireless sensor networks in which the routing decisions are performed locally to minimize the traffic. This protocol uses the publish/subscribe scheme that gives the sensor network application more flexibility. For instance, a non-delay-sensitive application can rely on the publish/subscribe mechanism to set a periodic data delivery session that will instruct all sensor nodes to switch their radios to the a sleep mode until the imminence of the data delivery session;

- An efficient and decentralized path recovery mechanism that performs locally to the problem and does not involve flooding or a centralized decision at the sink;

- A cluster-based scheme to minimize traffic and increase reliability. Based on our simulation experiment results, our cluster-based approach shows reasonable scalability and low latency;

- A mobile data gathering scheme for wireless sensor networks. It not only alleviates the single data aggregation point issue, but it also contributes to reducing packet losses, while keeping the latency to a minimum, differently from other passive mobile solutions that increase the latency drastically;
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- A multi-tier architecture for wireless multimedia sensor networks and an interactive virtual environment streaming protocol based on remote rendering and image streaming in order to enable high quality virtual explorations on thin mobile devices over wireless channels;

- A buffering and scheduling mechanisms for the streaming of remote rendering outputs in order to fill the gap between video streaming and interactive image-based virtual environment streaming for wireless multimedia sensor networks.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis dissertation begins with a general discussion of the concepts of wireless sensor networks and multimedia sensor networks, its applications, evolution and state-of-the-art wireless sensor hardware technology, network architectures, and research challenges in chapter 2. Related work about data routing in WSNs is introduced in chapter 3, as well as our proposed flat and cluster-based routing protocols and their performance evaluation through simulation experiments. Chapter 4 discusses the use of mobile data gathering approaches in WSNs. Chapter 4 also includes our proposed hybrid mobile/static data gathering technique and reports on its simulation experiments. Chapter 5 refers to the multimedia part of this thesis. It introduces the concepts, challenges, related work and existing solutions to enable interactive multimedia streaming over wireless networks, and presents our interactive multimedia streaming approach, the challenges, our multi-tier architecture for WMSNs, and the application-specific protocols and mechanisms to enable the convergence of sensor networks and interactive multimedia streaming. Finally, chapter 6 concludes this research dissertation with a summary of our schemes, achievements, and our contributions.
Chapter 2

Background Information on Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks

2.1 Introduction

With the recent developments in wireless networks and inexpensive sensor nodes equipped with wireless radio communication, processors, storage, and battery power, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have drawn the attention of both the research community and the industry, driven mainly by the promising new applications enabled by networks composed of a large number of small wireless devices that can organize themselves in an ad hoc manner, and are capable of sensing environmental conditions, perform data processing and transmission to a remote base station. Most research in WSNs have concentrated their efforts on developing solutions and applications that have low bandwidth requirements. These non-delay-sensitive applications usually capture and cache the data events, which are transmitted at a later time, thereby exempting the WSNs from providing timely response.

With the development of inexpensive multimedia hardware, e.g., small wireless cameras, wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) have recently emerged as an essential technology for a variety of applications [7]. A WMSN comprises wireless devices intercon-
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Connected in an ad-hoc manner and capable of capturing and distributing multimedia. The envisioned applications include video surveillance sensor networks, advanced emergency preparedness, health care, border protection, just to mention a few.

In this chapter, wireless multimedia sensor networks are introduced along with the applications and challenging open research issues in the area.

2.2 Applications of Multimedia Sensor Networks

Several potential applications for WMSNs are envisioned that are capable of capturing and distributing multimedia contents from the monitored physical environment. Potential WMSNs applications are briefly introduced in this section.

2.2.1 Smart Surveillance Networks

Existing surveillance systems will be enhanced by the use of wireless video sensor networks, in which each sensor node will be equipped with a tiny video camera and a wireless radio transceiver. These nodes will cooperate with each other in an ad-hoc fashion in order to deliver multimedia content to a remote command center. Several applications are envisioned, specially for emergency response situations, in which a wireless multimedia sensor network will assist emergency responders by providing them with a better view of the target area and by helping them to trace more efficient strategies in real-time, whether to rescue victims or to fight terrorists or criminals. Video surveillance network systems can be used for tracking and monitoring of troops and enemy activities [43]. Moreover, the deployment of WMSNs in buildings, factories and public places will foster important new applications including the monitoring of suspicious behavior, enhanced security systems for people tracking, etc.
2.2.2 Intelligent Traffic Control and Management

WMSNs will not only provide entertaining multimedia content, but they will also assist in traffic control by monitoring traffic and finding better routes, video streaming services that offer traffic conditions to vehicle occupants. It can also enhance the services offered by existing traffic control systems by controlling the phase of traffic lights [27]. The convergence of vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) and WMSNs will enable a variety of multimedia applications to be delivered directly to vehicle occupants and it will introduce new forms of vehicle safety [91]. For instance, events can be sensed by a vehicle, processed in order to extract useful information, and disseminated to other vehicles [73]. Furthermore, multimedia sensors will be capable of monitoring traffic flows to detect violations [7]. Moreover, other potential applications include smart parking, e.g., available parking lots can be discovered, or providing locations of tourist attractions and popular sites [17].

2.2.3 Automated Homes and Health Care Centers

Recent advances in wireless multimedia and sensor networking have opened new opportunities for health-care systems. The integration of the existing specialized medical technology with wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks is gaining momentum and will provide augmented data gathering and real-time response. There are several potential application that will benefit from this integration, e.g., assistance for elderly people or child care. Other projects such as “CodeBlue” at Harvard have extended WSNs for medical applications [32]. Researchers in the CodeBlue project have developed wearable bio-sensors based on the Mica2 [81], MicaZ [83], or Telos [115] sensor node platforms. Vital body data is collected and relayed to remote base stations, e.g., personal digital assistants (PDAs) and laptops, and visualized in real-time by emergency responders and paramedics.
2.3 Wireless Sensor Hardware

Wireless sensor networks are gaining momentum with countless applications and potential market opportunities. We are witnessing an increase demand for small sensor devices with multimedia capabilities. However, several technical challenges have to be overcome in order to popularize wireless multimedia sensor networks. In the last years, significant progress has been made in the development of wireless sensor network hardware. The purpose of this section is to briefly introduce the evolution of the wireless sensor node hardware and the state-of-the-art in this area.

2.3.1 Wireless Sensor Motes: State-of-the-art

In this subsection, we outline the existing hardware technology of wireless sensor motes. In particular, we discuss some of the existing hardware and their features.

The development history of wireless sensor nodes dates back to 1998, when Kris Pister et. al., started the Berkeley's Smartdust project [108]. The main research goal of the Smart Dust project was to integrate a device with processing, sensing, and communication capabilities into a cubic millimeter package. Although this project ended early on in 2001, several research projects have grown out of it. Among these are the Berkeley's Wireless Embedded Systems (WEBS) [119] and the UCLA's Center for Embedded and Networked Sensing (CENS) [21]. The WEBS includes the NEST project, which is a software/hardware platform that aims at accelerating the development and testing of algorithms for WSNs. This platform involves the development of low-cost sensor motes, their operating system, the infrastructure for time synchronization, storage, computing and simulations, and mechanisms for debugging and data visualization [119]. The CENS project at UCLA aims at exploring the fundamental principles and technologies needed to apply embedded sensor networks to a wide range of applications.
Advances of the Wireless Sensor Mote

In this subsection, the existing wireless sensor nodes are discussed briefly in terms of hardware features. A sensor node, also known as a mote, is a lightweight device in a wireless sensor network that is capable of performing some processing, data gathering and communicating with other sensor nodes in the network in an ad hoc manner. The typical architecture of a sensor node is depicted in Figure 2.1. It usually includes a wireless transceiver operated at 916.5MHz or 2.4GHz, IEEE 802.15.4 compliant, a microcontroller running at a few megahertz, a small memory unit of a few kilobytes, one or more sensor units, and a constrained power unit. A sensor mote can even run a simplified operating system like the TinyOS [117]. Developed at the UC Berkeley, the TinyOS is a lightweight, open-source, energy-efficient, operating system that supports large scale wireless sensor networks. Most of the sensor motes support the TinyOS.

A brief description of the existing sensor nodes and their hardware features is given below.
• The weC mote [57] was designed at the UC Berkeley in 1999. It had a microcontroller running at 4 MHz, a program memory of 8 KB, and it had light and temperature sensors. The weC was capable of being programmed remotely through the sensor network. It was also compatible with the TinyOS operating system.

• Developed in 1999, the Rene node [56] enhanced the capabilities of the weC node by providing an expansion interface for connecting both analog and digital sensors. The Rene node became very popular and several commercial sensor boards have been developed for it. This node carries 8KB of program memory and can be programmed remotely like the weC mote. Its wireless channel operates at 916.5 Mhz and its transmission can reach up to 20 meters indoors.

• The Rene 2 module [56] is an enhancement of the original Rene mote. It features twice the memory available in its predecessor, i.e., 16KB of program memory and 1KB of RAM, and an ATmega163 micro-controller. It is capable of switching from sleep mode to active in 36μsec. It shows similar energy efficiency to the original Rene node.

• The Dot mote [36] was developed in 2000. It is basically a miniaturized version of the Rene node. It features a complete node including sensor, processing, communication, and a battery resources. With the same processing and communication capabilities of the Rene platform, the Dot platform had 16KB of program memory and 1K of data memory.

• The Mica mote [80] was a step forward in the evolution of sensor motes. It was a reference in research and development of wireless sensor networks. Its CPU, an Atmel Atmega 128L, was clocked at 4 MHz and mainly targeted low-power WSNs. Its 128KB of program memory, 4Kbytes of SRAM and a 4Kbyte EEPROM, coupled with its low-power dissipation, were more than enough to attract the attention of researchers of wireless sensor networks. Moreover, it was also compatible with the
TinyOS. Its radio unit operated in the 916 or 433 MHz bands, with a throughput of 40 kbps. The Mica mote used two simple AA batteries that were able to keep it up and running for almost one year due to a mechanism that alternates between sleep mode and running mode to conserve power. It offered expansion interfaces like the René mote in order to support and ease the integration of a variety of sensor boards.

- The Mica2 [81] uses the same processor as the original Mica mote as well as it features an expansion connector to interface with external sensor boards. Its battery life is similar to the original Mica mote as it uses AA batteries. The Mica2 mote offers 512Kbytes of serial flash and a radio transceiver that operates on either the 433 MHz band or the 868/916 MHz bands, and a throughput of 38.4 kbps at a maximum range of 150 meters. The Mica2 mote can also function as a router. It is also controlled by the TinyOS operating system and can be programmed remotely.

- The Mica2Dot hardware [82] is very similar to the Mica2 mote, with the same processing and communication capabilities, but in a coin-size chip. Due to its limited size, the Mica2Dot mote has reduced input/output capabilities. It features a solderless expansion that is handy for attaching external sensor boards.

- The MICAz mote module [83] was designed for enabling low-power sensor networks and it features several new enhancements over the previous motes of the Mica family. The MicaZ radio is now IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee compliant and operates at 2.4GHz, and it shows an excellent throughput performance for these kind of constrained wireless devices, offering up to 250kbps data rate. It is also compatible with the TinyOS.

- The Telos mote [115] is a low power wireless module for sensor networks. The Telos mote features a USB interface to connect to several commercial sensor boards. Its radio is IEEE 802.15.4 compliant and can interoperate seamlessly with other de-
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devices. It can transfer data at 250 kbps up to 125 meters range indoors. It integrates humidity, temperature, and light sensors, and is compatible with TinyOS.

- The Dust Networks’ SmartMesh-XT mote [38] is powered by an IEEE 802.15.4 radio with a power amplifier for an extended range of 400 meters outdoors, while operating in the global license-free 2.4 GHz band. The SmartMesh-XT mote achieves high network reliability, utilizes frequency hopping for interference rejection, and have a typical battery life of 1 year, depending on the application. It can also function as a router for easy network integration, installation and maintenance.

2.3.2 Existing Video Sensor Hardware

A new trend in evolution is envisioned were small sensor nodes will be capable of capturing and delivering multimedia content to remote observers or command centers. Several mote architectures for wireless image sensor networks have been proposed in the past. At first, researchers were trying to integrate video cameras and network cards to provide a wireless video sensor node. The video sensor developed for the Panoptes project [44], for instance, is based on the Intel StrongARM 206 MHz embedded platform. The device is approximately 7 inches long, with an IEEE 802.11 compliant radio, and approximately 4 inches wide. The sensor has a Logitech 3000 USB-based video camera, 64 Mbytes of memory, and it is operated by Linux. The complete device including compression and transmission over IEEE 802.11 consumes approximately 5.5 Watts while capturing and delivering video of 320x240 resolution at 18-20 frames per second.

In 2005, Cao et al. [18] proposed an image sensor node based on an ARM7 microcontroller and a CMOS image sensor with 640x480 resolution. It employed a low-power radio transceiver in order to communicate to neighboring notes at transfer rates up to 76Kbps. The Cyclops project [95] proposed an image sensor node that combines the Cyclops image sensor with MICA2 [81] and MICAz [83] motes.

Downes et al. [37] presented a video sensor mote with an ARM7 micro-controller, 2
Mbytes of flash memory, and 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 radio module. This mote can carry up to four low-resolution image sensors and two CMOS cameras.

The CMUcam3 project [31] is an initiative from the Carnegie Mellon University in providing video capabilities to intelligent sensors. The CMUcam3 is based on the ARM7TDMI RISC processor and it is connected to an Omnivision CMOS video sensor capable of capturing RGB color images of 352x288 pixels. It offers an interface for the Telos [115] sensor mote.

The MeshEye [55] is an energy-efficient video sensor mote architecture developed at the Stanford University. Basically, it borrows the ideas of [37] by proposing a low-resolution stereo-vision system that is capable of calculating the position, range, and size of moving objects. The detection of a moving object will then trigger another camera module in order to acquire high-resolution images. Several applications are envisioned, for instance, intelligent surveillance and home automation.

2.4 Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network Architecture

Due the constrained resources of wireless sensor motes, traditional research on wireless sensor networks has always focused in scalability issues and how to extend the network lifetime. Therefore, traditional sensor networks are mostly based on a flat architecture, with homogeneous sensor nodes that are capable of communicating with their neighboring nodes only. The nodes in a flat network deliver data to a remote base station in a multi-hop fashion. However, flat topologies with ordinary sensor nodes may not be suitable to deliver multimedia content. Basically, there are three variants of multimedia sensor network architectures [7]: a single-tier flattened, a single-tier clustered, and a multi-tier topology, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2(a) shows a single-tier, flat topology in which sensor nodes acquire multimedia content from the environment and deliver the data to a remote sink through a multi-hop route using neighboring nodes. A single-
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Figure 2.2: The different architectures for WMSNs.

tier, clustered topology is shown in Figure 2.2(b). In this architecture, cluster-heads are powerful nodes capable of complex multimedia acquisition, processing and storage. The nodes in a cluster deliver their scalar or multimedia content to a cluster-head first. The cluster-head will process the data and relay the multimedia content to the sink. The third architecture, as depicted in Figure 2.2(c), employs a multi-tier hierarchy in which heterogenous wireless devices are in charge of performing different tasks, depending on the tier they belong to. Simpler tasks are given to the ordinary, low-power sensor nodes, e.g., detecting temperature, smoke, movement. More complex tasks are left to the resource-rich devices, e.g., capturing images, video, or audio and transmitting them.

2.4.1 Existing Deployments of Multimedia Sensor Networks

In the Panoptes project [44], a scalable video surveillance system is implemented in which Panoptes video sensor motes are utilized. The architecture comprises Panoptes
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motes, a video aggregating node, and a client interface. Each video sensor, as discussed in the previous section, is attached to an IEEE 802.11 compliant radio module in order to communicate to other video sensor nodes as well as to the higher tier, i.e., the video aggregating node. In this project, a change detection filtering algorithm was implemented in order to identify events of interest that would trigger the recording of a video sequence. The video is then recorded until motion stops. The video aggregating node can be at any IP-enabled device and will be responsible for video storage and distribution to client interfaces. End-users are able to query the video database remotely.

The SensEye project [71][106] assumes a three-tier architecture in which the lowest tier comprises low-power, resource-constrained sensor platforms, e.g., MICA2 [81] or MICAz [83] motes, and low-resolution Cyclops or CMUcam camera sensors. The second tier comprises PDA-class Stargates [111] nodes equipped with 400MHz XScale processor, higher resolution webcams than the first tier, they run Linux, and each node has two wireless interfaces: an IEEE 802.11 radio that is used communicate with each other node and a 900MHz radio that is used to communicate with the nodes in the lower tier. The last tier comprises high-resolution pan-tilt-zoom cameras connected to resource-rich platforms, e.g., personal computers (PCs). These cameras are used in the SensEye to fine-grain tracking or to fill gaps in coverage. Due to their high energy requirements, the camera nodes in this tier can be woken up on-demand to acquire a high-resolution image only after a new object is detected by a lower tier. This approach can enhance the network lifetime.

2.5 Research Challenges in Multimedia Sensor Networks

This subsection highlights the relevant research challenges in designing architectures for Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks. The main challenge is to provide effective solutions to relay multimedia content, e.g., audio, video, images, that are known to require
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high-bandwidth, over such constrained networks. It is common sense among researchers in this area that the multi-tiered architecture is a feasible approach, and several research projects are adopting it \[71\][106]. However, a multi-tier WMSN architecture comprises a mix of heterogenous devices and it is tightly coupled with the application. Some applications have multiple objectives, sometimes conflicting, making it hard to come up with a definite sensor network configuration for different application goals. For instance, surveillance and emergency systems often require the sensor network to be reliable and operational for long periods. Thus, it is challenging to provide both high-reliability and extended network lifetime simultaneously. Kulkarni et. al., \[70\] stated that maximizing lifetime across a multi-tier video sensor network is feasible by taking advantage of the devices at higher tiers, \textit{i.e.}, resource-rich nodes, in order to compensate for the lack of energy resources at lower tiers. Kulkarni et. al., also pointed out the latency issue. For real-time applications, \textit{e.g.}, surveillance and emergency preparedness system, latency is an important metric. Minimizing delay in a flat WMSN architecture involves only the latency of the sensory hardware, \textit{i.e.}, detecting the event and processing analog to digital conversion, and the delay of delivering the event to a remote base station. However, in a multi-tier architecture, multimedia data should be relayed to special entities at higher tiers, for instance, that will perform specific tasks on the data, \textit{e.g.}, image processing, filtering, and compression. Hence, there is a tradeoff between network lifetime and latency.

Another important challenge to overcome is the required bandwidth for multimedia applications. Multimedia content requires high bandwidth that is not available in today’s wireless sensor hardware. For instance, the state-of-the-art in sensor motes, \textit{e.g.}, the MICAz, Telos, and SmartMesh-XT motes, offers maximum data rate of 250kbps. The bandwidth problem is multiplied when multi-hop communications are taken into consideration, \textit{e.g.}, wireless sensor networks. The total capacity of a wireless link is significantly decreased due to interference with the transmissions of nearby nodes, as confirmed by performance evaluations \[75\]. In addition, Sun T. et. al., \[113\] measured
the effective capacity of IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios in CSMA-CA. They utilized MICAz motes [83] in a chain topology to evaluate the end-to-end throughput. Their results showed that the total capacity converged to \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the one-hop capacity after 4 hops.

Another challenging issue is providing efficient low-power multimedia encoding techniques, as pointed out in [7]. Existing compression schemes rely on complex algorithms and were not designed for resource constrained devices.

Among all the challenging issues, one should give prominence to power consumption. Energy is considered as a critical issue due to the fact that wireless sensor motes are constrained devices and that multimedia content requires complex processing and high transmission rates. This tradeoff poses several issues in WMSNs and, thereby, energy savings must be maximized while providing good quality multimedia services.

### 2.6 Summary

This chapter introduced briefly the research area of wireless multimedia sensor networks, its applications, existing wireless sensor hardware, trends in the design of sensor motes, existing research on wireless video sensor networks, and discussed the challenging issues in wireless multimedia sensor networks. Although the advances in wireless sensor hardware have demonstrated a significant evolution in the last few years, it is still challenging to deploy wireless multimedia sensor networks, mostly due to the high bandwidth requirements of multimedia contents. For instance, the state-of-the-art sensor motes, e.g., the MICAz, Telos, and SmartMesh-XT motes, offer maximum data rates of 250kbps. This is still one order of magnitude lower than the required for multimedia applications. However, the multi-tier wireless multimedia network architecture seems to be a promising alternative solution.

The next chapter discusses the existing research on routing for sensor networks, presents the proposed routing protocols and reports on their performance evaluation.
Chapter 3

Routing Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks

3.1 Introduction

Data routing in wireless sensor networks is a challenging issue due to the characteristics that distinguish WSNs from wireless ad-hoc networks [5][93]: existing IP-based routing protocols are not suitable to WSNs; most WSN applications require that data be relayed from multiple source nodes to a single data aggregation point; the WSN traffic contains significant redundancy, because multiple sensor nodes might generate the same event while sensing the same area, *e.g.*, a moving object is detected by several sensor nodes in the field; wireless sensor nodes are constrained devices with limited energy, processing and storage resources. Due to the aforementioned differences, several routing protocols have been proposed for wireless sensor networks [15, 61, 77, 78, 102, 107, 123], among others. This chapter discusses the previous and related work on routing protocols for wireless sensor networks. Section 3.5 presents our proposed protocols, the detailed description of the algorithms along with their performance evaluation experiments and results.
3.2 Related Work

Data routing protocols for wireless sensor networks can be classified into four categories, according to [5]: data-centric, cluster-based or hierarchical, location-based, and quality of service based protocols.

- **Data-Centric Routing Protocols:** In data-centric routing protocols, data is routed based on queries describing the user’s interest, rather than host addresses, i.e., the interest is focused in the data gathered by the sensor network rather than in individual node addresses. The protocols in this category require an attribute-based naming scheme that describes the data or information of the sensor network, usually involving attribute-value pairs, e.g., temperature=30, humidity=50, objects=10, etc. For instance, one can query the network for information such as “send me the temperature only when it is greater than 50°C”, or even “give me the location of the person X”, etc. Furthermore, there is no global node addresses, i.e., the nodes have only local knowledge of the neighboring node, otherwise it would affect the network scalability. In data-centric routing, the sink or base station is usually responsible for sending queries to and collecting the reports from the sensor network. The SPIN [52] and Directed Diffusion [60, 61] protocols were among the first attempts in data-centric routing for wireless sensor networks. Several Directed Diffusion-based data-centric routing protocols [15, 30, 105] were designed since then.

- **Cluster-based Routing Protocols:** Protocols in this category allow the sensor nodes to organize themselves into clusters, i.e., groups of sensor nodes in which each cluster is ruled by one leader or cluster-head. Thus, resource constrained sensor nodes can be in charge of performing the sensing tasks and transmitting their scalar data to the appropriate cluster-head, usually involving a few hops to relay the data from the sensor node to the cluster-head. The cluster-heads, on the other hand, are resource-rich devices that are capable of performing more complex tasks than ordinary scalar sensor nodes. For instance, a cluster-head node has special
battery and wireless resources and can be used to perform data fusion/aggregation in order to eliminate redundancy. A cluster-head receives data from all the nodes within its cluster and usually relays the processed data to a remote base station or data sink. Therefore, the cluster-based approach can greatly contribute to the system scalability, lifetime, and energy efficiency. Due to its characteristics, a cluster-based architecture usually provides better load and energy distribution than a flat network approach, thereby avoiding potential bottlenecks. Furthermore, the cluster-based routing scheme reduces energy consumption due to the lower amount of data messages that a cluster-head should forward to the sink after it has performed data aggregation/fusion. In some approaches, the cluster-heads are capable of communicating with one another and form the backbone of the wireless sensor network. Several cluster-based approaches were proposed in the literature for WSNs. The LEACH protocol [53] is one of the first attempts to provide a cluster-based routing mechanism for WSNs. Later, a number of cluster-based routing protocols have been developed [77, 78, 112, 125], following the pioneering ideas of the LEACH protocol.

- **Location Based Routing Protocols**: In this category, the location information of the sensor nodes are required for the proper operation of the protocols. Position information can be acquired from nodes equipped with global position system (GPS), radio signal strength triangulation, manually, from a reference point, etc. Location-based routing protocols can utilize the position of nodes, for instance, to turn off redundant nodes in a same area that do not participate in the routing in order to save energy, etc. Examples of location-based solutions for WSNs include the Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [120], the Geographical Energy Aware Routing (GEAR) [126], among others.

- **Quality of Service-Based Routing Protocols** The key focus of QoS-based routing protocols is to maintain a balance between energy consumption and data
quality over the wireless sensor network. In particular, the protocol has to satisfy certain QoS requirements, *e.g.*, delay, energy, bandwidth, etc., while delivering data to the sink. However, the characteristics of WSNs pose several challenges to the design of QoS aware routing protocols: resource-constrained devices impose limitations to the complexity of algorithm; traffic in WSNs is usually unbalanced, *i.e.*, packets flow from a large number of sensor nodes to a single data aggregation point; data redundancy is common in WSN and data fusion/aggregation schemes should be considered; sudden topology changes may arise in WSNs due to node failures, interference, or even due to sleep/awake approaches utilized by some algorithms; unbalanced energy consumption should be avoided in order not to deplete the power resources of certain nodes faster than others, thereby causing problems such as network disconnections or it even turn the network completely unusable; and the scalability issue, *i.e.*, a scheme for WSNs should guarantee the QoS requirements of the application scale up with the network simultaneously. The Sequential Assignment Routing (SAR) [109] and SPEED [51] protocols are two examples of QoS-based routing approaches for wireless sensor networks.

The next subsection discuss some of the routing protocols available in the literature of wireless sensor networks.

### 3.2.1 Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN)

In 1999, Heinzelman *et. al.*, [52] proposed the family of protocols called SPIN. SPIN focuses on the dissemination of individual sensor data to all the sensor nodes in the network, assuming that all nodes are potential sink or base station nodes. SPIN is based on two design principles: negotiation and resource-adaptation. SPIN nodes negotiate with each other before transmitting data in order to eliminate the transmission of redundant data throughout the network. The negotiation mechanism requires a meta-data naming scheme to describe the information. Each SPIN node has a resource manager that polls
the node’s resources before data can be processed or transmitted, e.g., a sensor node can decide not to perform certain activities when its energy level is low.

An overview of the message exchange operation of the SPIN protocol is shown in Figure 3.1. The SPIN protocol starts when a sensor node gathers new data that it is willing to share. The node will notify its neighbors about its new data by sending an advertisement message that carries the meta-data. If a neighbor is interested in the data, it replies with a data request message and the data is sent to this neighbor node. Thereafter, the node that receives the data will repeat the data advertisement process with its own neighbors. In conclusion, SPIN is a simple protocol that relies on the nodes local information, i.e., the nodes know only their one-hop neighbors. It provides energy savings by almost halving the redundant data when compared to a simple flooding. The drawback of this scheme is that when a node is interested in the data but it is located far away from the source node, and the intermediate nodes between source and destination are not interested in that specific data, the advertisement message may never reach the destination. Therefore, SPIN cannot be directly applied to applications that require real-time and reliable data delivery such as surveillance and emergency preparedness.
3.2.2 Directed Diffusion (DD)

In [60], Intanagonwiwat et. al., proposes the Directed Diffusion (DD) routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. The DD is a data-centric protocol in the sense that the data generated by the sensor nodes are named by attribute-value pairs. Similar to the SPIN protocol, DD aims at aggregating redundant data to minimize the number of transmissions, to save energy and to prolong the network lifetime. The application can inject interest messages in the network through the sink. An interest is a query that contains a list of attribute-value pairs such as name of objects, interval, duration, coordinates, or events, e.g., temperature, pressure, etc. The sink broadcasts interests and each node that receives an interest sets up a gradient that points towards the neighbor sensor node from which it received the interest. A gradient contains information about how to forward data to a specific sink through a forwarding neighbor node, i.e., it is a forwarding link and is characterized by the data rate, duration and expiration time derived from the received interest message. The process of diffusing the interests is based on flooding the network until all sensor nodes have gradients, i.e., paths are established between sensor nodes and the sink. However, multiple paths can be established and even loops will be possible. DD eliminates loops at a later stage and selects the best path by using a reinforcement mechanism. This mechanism is started by the sink, which re-sends the original interest message through the selected path, but with a smaller interval, in order to update the gradients of each node in the path. By doing this, the sink will reinforce the source node to increase its data rate. An example of the operation of the DD protocol is depicted in Figure 3.2. DD also provides a route recovery mechanism. Sensor nodes may fail to work properly due to energy depletion, obstacles between source and destination, interference, physical destruction, etc. When a node fails to deliver its data, another route should be discovered. The DD path recovery mechanism basically re-initializes the reinforcement mechanism in order to find other routes. However, the drawback of this scheme is that DD must flood the entire network every time it needs to recover from broken routing paths. Therefore, the sink refreshes and re-sends interest
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messages periodically to keep the network failure-free. Another drawback is the extra overhead caused by the reinforcement scheme and the matching of interests with events.

3.2.3 Rumor Routing (RR)

The Rumor Routing (RR) protocol [15] is one among the many variations of Directed Diffusion. DD floods of the entire network to propagate interest messages. The key idea of Rumor Routing is to eliminate the unnecessary flooding by routing queries based on "rumors" about which sensor node has observed the event of interest. The RR protocol operates with agents. Hence, when a sensor node detects an event, it generates an agent that is responsible for propagating the rumor through the nodes along the path it travels.

Therefore, the source node will relay its data message to a remote sink and each sensor node in the path will setup a gradient or link so that future event requests to that specific event will be routed through a direct path. For instance, when a sensor node forwards a data request, the nodes that already know the route to that specific event will reply and properly route the request to the source node. This is how RR avoids flooding the entire network. The authors show through simulation experiments that RR is capable of reaching significant energy savings [15]. However, the drawback the RR protocol is that its performance depends on the number of events that are detected, because the maintenance of agents adds extra overhead when there is a large number of events but a small number of interests from the sink on those events.
3.2.4 Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)

The LEACH protocol [53] was one of the pioneering approaches on the literature about cluster-based routing in wireless sensor networks. Basically, LEACH utilizes the randomized selection of cluster-heads to distribute the energy load among the node in the sensor network. The LEACH protocol has two phases: a set-up phase when the sensor nodes are organized into clusters; and a transmission phase in which data are relayed from the nodes to the cluster-heads and from cluster-heads to the sink. LEACH operates in rounds in which the sensor nodes elect themselves to be cluster-heads at the beginning of a round \( r \) starting at time \( t \), with a certain probability \( P_i(t) = p \), which is chosen depending on the number of cluster-heads \( k \) one might expect. Thus:

\[
P_i(t) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{k}{N-k\times(r \mod \frac{k}{k})} & \text{if } C_i(t) = 1 \\
0 & \text{if } C_i(t) = 0 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( N \) is the total number of nodes in the network. If each node is a cluster once in \( \frac{N}{k} \) rounds, all nodes will be cluster-heads the same number of times. \( C_i(t) = 1 \) indicates that node \( i \) is eligible to be a cluster-head at time \( t \), and 0 otherwise.

After cluster-heads are elected, these nodes must broadcast their new status to the other sensor nodes in the network. Thus, each cluster-head broadcasts an advertisement message to the entire network using the CSMA MAC protocol. This will ensure that every single sensor node can become part of a cluster. Each non-cluster-head sensor node determines to which cluster it belongs by choosing the cluster-head that requires the minimum communication energy, based on the received signal strength of the received advertisement message from each cluster-head. After this decision, each sensor node must notify the cluster-head that it will join the cluster. The notification is sent back to the chosen cluster-head using CSMA. Each cluster-head sets up a TDMA schedule and coordinate with all the nodes in its cluster in order to ensure that will not be collisions among data messages. This mechanism also allows the sensor nodes to schedule sleep periods to further minimize energy consumption. The data transmission phase begins
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only after these steps are complete. LEACH also performs local data aggregation in the cluster-heads to reduce the amount of data being sent from the clusters to the sink, thereby reducing energy dissipation even further and enhancing network lifetime.

According to the simulation results presented in [53], the sensor nodes reach energy depletion randomly and the dynamic clustering increases the network lifetime. The LEACH protocol is completely distributed and requires no global knowledge of network. However, it uses one-hop communications from sensor nodes to cluster-heads and from cluster-heads to the sink, as exemplified in Figure 3.3. Therefore, the LEACH mechanism faces scalability problems if applied to large networks due to the long distance communications in order to relay the gathered data.

3.2.5 TEEN and APTEEN Protocols

The Threshold-sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN) [77] and the Adaptive Periodic TEEN protocol (APTEEN) [78] are two routing protocols that were mainly inspired by LEACH [53]. The TEEN protocol employs the same clustering model proposed in LEACH, but it was designed to be responsive to sudden changes in the

Figure 3.3: The LEACH protocol.
sensed attributes. To this end, TEEN uses two thresholds: hard and soft thresholds. Basically, each cluster-head node sends the hard and soft threshold values to all sensor nodes in its cluster. The hard threshold is used to reduce the number of transmissions by programming the sensor nodes to transmit data to the cluster-heads only when the sensed attribute is in the range of interest, i.e., only when the value of the sensed attribute is equal to or greater than the hard threshold. The soft threshold is used to check if there was any changes in previous readings of the same attribute, such that the sensor node will only transmit after a major change has occurred. Thus, the soft threshold can further reduce data transmissions. The soft threshold implies that if a small value were used the more accurate the sensor network readings would be. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between energy savings and data accuracy. Since these thresholds are broadcasted every time there is a cluster setup, these thresholds can be modified in each round. The main drawback of the TEEN protocol is that if the thresholds are not reached or not even received, the nodes will never transmit their data.

The APTEEN scheme [78], on the other hand, tries to solve the main drawback of the TEEN protocol and it offers more flexibility to the user needs and the type of the application. Each cluster-head will send the threshold values along with a count time interval. The count time interval is a timer that sets the maximum interval between two successive reports sent by a node, i.e., if a node does not report any data message to the cluster-head for a time period equal to the count time, it is forced to transmit the data. Simulation results have demonstrated that the two protocols outperform LEACH regarding energy consumption and network lifetime. The main drawbacks of the two approaches are the overhead involved in the set up of clusters, actually this is an issue with almost all cluster-based protocols, and the distribution of thresholds values.

3.2.6 Energy Efficient Hierarchical Clustering

Bandyopadhyay, et al. [9] proposed a randomized and distributed hierarchical clustering algorithm for sensor networks. The sensor nodes forward the gathered data to level-1
cluster-heads. The level-1 cluster-heads perform data aggregation/fusion and transmit the data to level-2 cluster-heads, and so on, until the level-n cluster-heads relay their data to the final destination, i.e., the sink.

The algorithm first elects the level-1 cluster-heads, then level-2 cluster-heads, and so on. The level-1 cluster-heads are chosen based on the LEACH algorithm, i.e., each sensor node decides to become a level-1 cluster-head with a certain probability $p_1$, and notifies its new status to the sensor nodes within communication range. Furthermore, the notification message is forwarded to all the sensors nodes within $k_1$ hops of the advertising cluster-head. Each sensor node that receives the notification joins the cluster of the closest level-1 cluster-head. The remaining sensors, i.e., the nodes that did not received the notification from a cluster-head, become “forced” level-1 cluster-heads. Thereafter, the level-1 cluster-heads elect themselves as level-2 cluster-heads with a certain probability $p_2$ and broadcast their decision of becoming a level-2 cluster-head. This decision is forwarded to all the sensor nodes within $k_2$ hops. Each level-1 cluster-head that receive the notifications from level-2 cluster-heads joins the cluster of the closest level-2 cluster-head. The level-1 cluster-heads that did not receive the notification become forced level-2 cluster-heads. The process repeats for the selection of cluster-heads at level 3, 4, ..., n. This mechanism will generate a hierarchy of cluster-heads.

This approach achieves better energy efficiency load balancing than previous works. Through simulation experiments, the authors show that the energy consumption decreases as the node density increases in a single level clustering scenario. On the other hand, in a multi-level clustering scenario, the decrease in the node density is followed by a reduction in the energy consumption levels. The drawback of this approach involves the high energy consumption of high level cluster-heads, since these cluster-heads will consume more energy during cluster-head selection, setup, and data forwarding. Consequently, these nodes may deplete their energy resources faster than other nodes in the network, causing instability and network disconnections.
3.2.7 Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF)

The Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [120] is a location-based routing protocol designed for wireless ad hoc networks that can be applied in sensor networks. In GAF, the network is divided into a virtual grid. Each node uses its location, e.g., acquired from an embedded GPS receiver, to map itself to a position in the virtual grid. The sensor nodes inside each $r \times r$ square of the grid are considered equivalents in terms of routing capabilities. A sample of a virtual grid is depicted in Figure 3.4. Any nodes within the square A can reach any of the square B nodes, and any square B node can reach the nodes in square C. Therefore, the nodes within the same square can organize themselves to decide about their duty cycles such that only one sensor node per square region can be turned on while the others will be put to sleep. As shown in Figure 3.4(b), nodes 1, 2 and 3 can communicate with any of the nodes 4, 5 or 6. Thus, nodes 1, 2 and 3 are considered equivalent and only one of them can be awake. By this, the routing fidelity is guaranteed. The same idea applies to nodes within region B. Nodes 4, 5 and 6 are equivalent and only one of them will be on per cycle.

The size of the squares $r$ is proportional to the radio range $R$ of the nodes such that the maximum distance between two nodes of adjacent square regions is not larger than $R$. For instance, the distance between the nodes 4 and 9 in Figure 3.4(b) is the largest possible distance between two nodes of adjacent regions, and this distance must not be larger than their transmission range $R$. Therefore:

\[ r^2 + (2r)^2 \leq R^2 \quad (3.1) \]

or

\[ r \leq \frac{R}{\sqrt{5}} \quad (3.2) \]

In addition, GAF operates in three states: discovery, active, and sleep. All nodes start in the discovery state, \textit{i.e.}, the nodes turn their radios on and exchange discovery
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3.2.8 Geographical Energy Aware Routing (GEAR)

GEAR [126] is a location-based and energy-aware routing protocol that uses geographic information in order to disseminate queries to the appropriate region of the network, without the need of flooding. GEAR uses energy aware and geographically informed
neighbor selection heuristics to route a packet towards the target region [126]. GEAR forwards packets to all the nodes in the target region in two steps: firstly, it forwards the packets towards the specific target region; secondly, the packet is disseminated within the region. In the first step, a node forwards the packet to the nearest neighbor to the target region. If there is no neighbor closer to the destination than the node itself, GEAR picks a node that minimizes some cost value of this neighbor. If the packet has reached the target region, it can be diffused within that region by recursive geographic forwarding. The target region is divided into $N$ sub-regions and $N$ copies of the packet are created. This procedure continues until the current node is the only one inside this sub-region. Under some low density conditions, recursive geographic forwarding sometimes does not terminate. In this case, GEAR uses restricted flooding instead. The main idea of GEAR was to restrict the number of queries by only considering a certain region rather than sending the interests to the entire network like other solutions do, e.g., Directed Diffusion [77]. By simulation experiments, the authors show that GEAR delivers 70% to 80% more packets than the greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) [67] for an uneven traffic distribution.

3.2.9 Sequential Assignment Routing (SAR)

The SAR protocol [109] is one of the pioneering research works that introduced a notion of quality of service in a routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. SAR assumes multiple paths from source to sink nodes and it considers the energy resource, the QoS factors of each path, and the priority level of a packet during its routing decisions. Multiple paths are used in order to avoid the extra overhead of route discovery due to node failures. A tree rooted at the source node is built while avoiding sensor nodes with lower QoS and energy reserves. At the end of the tree construction process, each sensor node will be part of multi-path tree. Each sensor node can decide which neighbor nodes will be used to forward the packets by considering the additive QoS metric and the energy resource for each path. The node estimates the maximum number of packets it can
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forward though a specific path without depleting its energy. Hence, the SAR algorithm calculates a weighted QoS metric as the product of the additive QoS metric and a weight coefficient associated with the priority level of the packet. SAR uses a route reconfiguration mechanism that is triggered by the sink periodically, similar to Directed Diffusion. To accommodate local path recovery, SAR uses a handshake procedure between neighboring nodes that is performed by checking the consistency of routing tables between upstream and downstream nodes on each path. The drawback of the SAR protocol is the overhead of maintaining routing tables and states.

3.2.10 Stateless Protocol for Real-Time Communication (SPEED)

The SPEED protocol [51] is a QoS-based routing protocol that provides end-to-end soft real-time communication guarantees. It strives to maintain a desired delivery speed across the sensor network by using an algorithm that considers a feedback control mechanism and a non-deterministic geographic forwarding. Similar to GAF, every single node in SPEED broadcasts a beacon message periodically in order to exchange location information among neighbors. In addition, SPEED uses two types of beacons: a delay estimation beacon and a backpressure beacon. These beacons are used to identify traffic changes. SPEED uses the single hop delay to estimate the load of a node. It utilizes an ACK-based mechanism to compute the delay. SPEED split the neighbor nodes into two groups: one group contains the nodes that have relay speeds larger than a desired threshold; and the other group that cannot reach such speed threshold. A relaying neighbor node is chosen from the fast group of nodes, and the neighbor with the higher relay speed has a higher probability to be chosen. If there are no fast neighbors, a relay ration is calculated based on the Neighbor Feedback Loop (NFL). The main goal of the NFL mechanism is to maintain a single hop relay speed above the desired threshold. A miss ratio of a neighbor is calculated based on the number of misses, i.e., the number of packets that were forwarded to a node with relay speed lower than the threshold, or a packet loss. Thus, NFL attempts to converge the the miss ratio to zero. The algorithm
that chooses the neighbor that can provide the desired speed is called Stateless Non-deterministic Geographic Forwarding (SNGF). The NFL module provides the relay ratio that is fed to the SNGF module. Thereafter, the SNGF selects the node that meets the speed requirement (fast neighbor) based on the delay metric. If such a node cannot be found, it checks the relay ratio. If the relay ratio is less than a random number between 0 and 1, the packet is dropped. When a node fails to find a next hop node, the back-pressure module sends the packet back to the source node so that they can search for new routes. According to the author’s simulation results, SPEED reduces the average end-to-end delay by 30% to 40% in a heavy congestion scenario when compared to the other algorithms considered, namely AODV [92] and DSR [64].

3.3 Our Proposed Routing Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks

3.3.1 Initial Considerations

With the recent developments in wireless networks and multi-functional sensors with digital processing, power supply and communication capabilities, wireless sensor networks are being largely deployed in physical environments for real-time monitoring in different classes of applications [5] [84]. One of the most appealing applications is security surveillance and supervision of context aware physical environments for critical conditions monitoring. In a prison, for instance, it is important to keep a reliable monitoring of the physical environment, especially when emergency situations emerge, such as rebellions of inmates that can lead to incendiary fire conditions and human lives and patrimony losses. In such situations, it is important that information can be “sensed” from the physical environment while the emergency state is in progress, since more precise information can be used by security and rescue teams for operation management and strategic decisions. However, in order to keep the information flowing from the sensors during the
emergency, a wireless sensor network solution has to cope with sensor node failures, \textit{e.g.}, due to malfunction, physical destruction, interferences, etc. Therefore, wireless sensor network solutions for such environments should be fault tolerant, reliable, fast, and provide fast reconfiguration. In terms of energy savings, in a silent monitoring state, sensor nodes can be programmed to notify about events in a periodic fashion, \textit{e.g.}, send temperature every 10 minutes, or event-driven fashion, \textit{e.g.}, send temperature only when above 60°C. In these cases, the interest may not change for quite a long period. Some existing energy saving solutions take that into consideration and switch some nodes off, leading the nodes to an inactive state - these are waken up only when interest matches the gathered events [60]. On the other hand, in query-based application scenarios, queries can be propagated to sensors arbitrarily, according to the application and/or user’s will and some existing energy saving solutions may not be adequate because the transition from inactive state to data transfer state can be costly in terms of energy dissipation when several arbitrary transitions are necessary [24]. Moreover, energy savings and fault tolerance support present conflicting interests when the paths involving inactive nodes have to be set up quickly due to path failure.

There are basically three types applications that should be taken into consideration when designing protocols for WSNs: periodic, event-driven, and query-based.

- \textit{Periodic:} In this model, sensor nodes report the gathered data to the sink periodically. The sensor nodes may cache the data and trigger a delivery mechanism at a pre-specified rate according to the application’s parameters. This kind of application is usually non-delay-sensitive but requires some degree of reliability. Examples in this category include: precision agriculture, in which periodic data reports are sent from the field; and data mining applications that requires periodic information to built their data association and rules.

- \textit{Event-driven:} Applications in this category are mostly delay-sensitive, \textit{i.e.}, real-time, and involves critical events. Therefore, low latency is the primary concern
in a routing protocol. In this model, a sensor node gathers the data from the environment and relay to the base station immediately. The data flow in this model is likely to present high rates of redundancy. Therefore, a data aggregation/fusion mechanism should be used. Examples of applications in this category include surveillance and emergency preparedness systems.

- Query-based: This category is a hybrid of the previous categories. A query is injected in the network and cached by the sensor nodes. When a sensor node detects an event that matches a query, it will deliver the data to the interested base station or sink. A query may request that data be delivered periodically, e.g., send the humidity of area X every T hours, or it may request that data be delivered immediately, e.g., send the pressure reading when it reaches a threshold. Thus, the query-based model can assume any categories for the delivery of data.

In this section, two novel routing protocols for wireless sensor networks are proposed: The Periodic, Event-driven and Query-based Protocol (PEQ) and its cluster-based extension (CPEQ). The PEQ and CPEQ are publish/subscribe-based schemes that offer fault tolerance and low latency in order to meet the wireless sensor network requirements for delay-sensitive type of applications. PEQ can provide low latency for event notification, fast broken path reconfiguration, and high reliability in the delivery of events with low energy dissipation. Low latency is achieved by the use of the shortest path for the delivery of events. The sensor nodes can trigger a recovery mode when they detect that a neighbor node has failed to forward a packet. In the recovery phase, the sensor nodes find an alternative path locally and cooperatively using a small number of message exchanges. Basically, the sensor network in PEQ is configured initially as a hop tree rooted at the sink. The publish/subscribe paradigm is used to promote the interactions between the sensor node and the sink. The subscription and notification messages are propagated to the sensors through the dissemination tree. In addition, PEQ and CPEQ can be used for periodic data gathering to further minimize energy consumption by setting sleep periods
during the configuration of the dissemination tree.

In order to minimize traffic and latency, a cluster-based version of the PEQ mechanism was designed to relay the gathered data to the sink efficiently by reducing the network traffic and distributing the energy dissipation uniformly among the nodes. In the CPEQ protocol, the nodes with more residual energy are selected as cluster-head nodes that will use multi-hop communication to relay the data to the sink in a scalable manner. The strength of CPEQ lies in its simplicity and effectiveness of its event delivery process. The provision of low latency and reliable communications in the presence of high rates of node failure, and fast subscription of new queries, makes the PEQ and CPEQ algorithms a good choice to support applications in areas ranging from Health care, e.g., monitoring of vital signs, localization of objects and people within health-care facilities, laboratories, etc, to surveillance applications, e.g., military operations, emergency preparedness and response, etc.

This section is organized as follows. The subsection 3.3.2 describes the details of the PEQ algorithm and subsection 3.3.4 discuss its performance evaluation through simulations. Subsection 3.13 describes the CPEQ protocol, and its simulation experiments and results are described in subsection 3.3.6. Finally, subsection 3.3.7 highlights the potential improvements of both protocols and, lastly, the conclusions are given in section 3.4.

3.3.2 The PEQ Algorithm Overview

The main motivation of this protocol is driven by the need to provide the support for all of the following requirements simultaneously: low latency, reliability, and fast path recovery in the presence of failures. Although several interesting solutions have been reported in the literature, they basically do not support all three requirements simultaneously. Moreover, some solutions either require a special hardware or sophisticated processing at the nodes. The basic idea of the PEQ algorithm is to use ordinary motes, with no special hardware and simple algorithms at each node by using only the hop level as the main information to minimize data transmission. In the presence of node failure, a switch to
a fast recovery mode is done by keeping the exchange of information among neighbor as low as possible, differently from other solutions. Therefore, the primary design principles of the PEQ protocol are:

- **Principle 1**: Each sensor node should have local knowledge of the network, thereby providing a scalable and lightweight solution;

- **Principle 2**: Provide the shortest path for a node to reach the sink, thus minimizing the number of transmissions;

- **Principle 3**: Offer a fast and fault-tolerant data delivery. Routes should be recovered in the presence of node failures. A local mechanism that involves a minimum number of nodes is desired, instead of a flooding mechanism;

- **Principle 4**: Employ the publish/subscribe paradigm for submission and matching of queries to the sensor network;

- **Principle 5**: Exploit an overhearing technique in order to provide a reliable routing protocol.

PEQ is a routing protocol that is performed in three steps. The first step comprises the construction of the hop tree. The sink starts the process of building the hop tree by flooding the network with a configuration message. The second step involves the propagation of subscriptions to the sensor nodes. Finally, events can be delivered from the sensors to the sink by using the shortest route. The next sections describe the publish/subscribe paradigm as the mechanism for the sensors/sink interaction, followed by the description of each phase of the PEQ protocol.

**The Publish/Subscribe Paradigm for Sensors/Sink Interaction**

Wireless sensors networks usually consist of thousands of sensor nodes, each one producing events that are delivered to one or more static sinks. Several communication
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paradigms can be used to promote the interaction between sensors and sinks. Examples of such paradigms include message passing, remote invocations, notifications, shared spaces and message queuing. The basic problem with these paradigms is that they fail to promote full decoupling between participants, making the system inflexible and unscalable [41]. Eugster et. al., [42] present an excellent study of these paradigms and compare them to the publish/subscribe paradigm, which has received increased attention because it decouples consumers and producers in time, i.e., publishers and subscribers do not need to be active in the interaction at the same time, in space, i.e., publishers and subscribers do not need to know each other, and in flow, i.e., publishers and subscribers do not need to be synchronized to interact with each other. In the publish/subscribe paradigm, one or more sinks receive event notifications from the sensor network. The sink expresses interest in a certain data by subscribing to sensor nodes.

Initial Configuration of the Sensor Network

In the proposed solution, the sensor nodes do not have global knowledge of the network, i.e., each node knows only a small amount of local information about the neighbor nodes that are within its radio range. The initial configuration of the sensor network involves the setup of a dissemination tree called the hop tree. This mechanism is based on the sink flooding the network with a message that carries a hop value that will be stored, incremented and transmitted to its neighbor nodes. These neighbor nodes store the received hop value, increment it and forward to their neighbors. This process continues until every single sensor node has received its hop level. Thus, the hop level indicates the distance in hops from the sensor node to the sink. In addition, each node will also store the address of the source nodes that are one hop neighbors in order to alternate among the neighbors that will be used as a forwarding node. Due to the broadcast communication of a node, all its neighbors will receive the configuration message. Therefore, one node that has already forwarded a configuration message will most likely receive a configuration message from other neighbor nodes. This can generate loops and message explosion.
**Algorithm 1 INITIAL CONFIGURATION**

**Variables:**
1: `config_pkt`  
2: `routeTable = ∅`  
3: `subTable = ∅`  
4: `hop = nil`  
5: `sinkID = nil`  
6: `timestamp = nil`  
7: `destID = nil`  
8: `sourceID = nil`  

> {Configuration packet: (hop, sourceID, sinkID, timestamp)}  
> {Routing table: (hop, destID, sinkID, timestamp)}  
> {Table of subscriptions: (type, criteria, sinkID, timestamp)}  
> {Hop count or hop level}  
> {Identification or address of the sink}  
> {Timestamp of a packet}  
> {Identification or address of the destination node}  
> {Identification or address of the source node}

**Functions:**
9: `clock()`  
10: `lookup(param)`  
11: `getLocalAddress()`  
12: `add()`  
13: `send()`  
14: `recv()`  

> {Returns the current system time}  
> {Searches a table for the entry param}  
> {Returns the address of the current node}  
> {Adds an entry to the table specified}  
> {Transmits the packet}  
> {Action(s) taken when a packet is received}

**Action:** {Sink starts the network configuration}
15: `config_pkt.hop ← 1;`  
16: `config_pkt.sinkID ← getLocalAddress();`  
17: `config_pkt.timestamp ← clock();`  
18: `config_pkt.send();`  

> {initializes the hop count}  
> {sets the timestamp field}  
> {broadcasts config_pkt}

**Action:** {recv() - A sensor node receives a packet}
19: if (entry ← `routeTable.lookup(config_pkt.sinkID)`) then
20:  if (entry.hop > `config_pkt.hop`) then
21:   entry.hop ← `config_pkt.hop;`  
22:   entry.destID ← `config_pkt.senderID;`  
23:   `config_pkt.hop ← config_pkt.hop + 1;`  
24:   `config_pkt.sourceID ← getLocalAddress();`  
25:   `config_pkt.send();`  
26:  else
27:   `config_pkt.drop();`  
28:  end if
29: else if not (entry) or (entry.hop == `config_pkt.hop`) then
30:   `entry.sinkID ← config_pkt.sinkID;`  
31:   `entry.destID ← config_pkt.senderID;`  
32:   entry.hop ← `config_pkt.hop;`  
33:   `entry.timestamp ← config_pkt.timestamp;`  
34:   `routeTable.add(entry);`  
35:   `config_pkt.hop ← config_pkt.hop + 1;`  
36:   `config_pkt.sourceID ← getLocalAddress();`  
37:   `config_pkt.send();`  
38: end if

> {Updates local routing table}  
> {Sets the forwarding node address (destID)}  
> {Increment hop count}  
> {Sets the source address}  
> {Forward config_pkt}  
> {Drops the packet silently}  
> {Update local parameters}  
> {Sets the forwarding node address (destID)}  
> {Adds the new entry to the table}  
> {Prepares the config packet}  
> {Sets the source address}  
> {Broadcasts the configuration message}
Therefore, a set of rules was established as part of the algorithm for the configuration message propagation in order to avoid these issues that cause energy waste and high traffic rates. One of the local rules establishes that when a node receives a configuration message from its neighbor, it compares the hop value of the received message with its local hop value. If the local hop value is greater than the received one, the node updates its hop count, increment this value and retransmit to its neighbors. In the case that the locally stored hop count is smaller or equal to the received hop value, the node does not update its hop count and simply drops the packet. Each node has two tables: a routing table, and a subscription table, as depicted in Algorithm 1. The routing table stores one entry for each sink the node is serving, whereas the subscription table holds the sink’s subscriptions. During the initial configuration of the data dissemination tree, the routing table of each node is configured as follows: upon the reception of a configuration message, the sensor node will check if the source of that message can be used as a forwarding node. The decision is based on the hop level of the source node, as shown in Algorithm 1. If the node’s local hop count, relative to the sink specified by sinkID, is greater than the hop level carried by the received message, the node will update its routing table and set its forwarding node to be the node from which it received the message. Thereafter, the node increments the hop count and broadcasts the configuration message to its neighbors. Thus, each node in the network will learn and store the source address in its routing table that will be used later on to forward data to the sink. In case the locally stored hop is smaller or equal to the received hop, the node does not update its hop and does not retransmit it. This mechanism is depicted in Figure 3.5(a) and (b). This process continues until every node has a forwarding address in order to reach the sink that started the network configuration.

Propagation of Subscriptions

In the publish/subscribe paradigm, the sink needs to subscribe to the kind of data it is interested in, so that it can be notified about events that the sensor network collects
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Figure 3.5: The steps of the PEQ algorithm

from the physical environment. For instance, the sink injects a subscription message that carries one or more criteria, e.g., temperature > 60, presence of smoke, etc. If a sensor node can provide the kind of data requested in a subscription, it caches it in its subscription table. After the initial configuration, the only information a node has is the hop level and its forwarding neighbor node. In the absence of any information about which node of the network can satisfy the sink interest, a sensor node will propagate the initial subscriptions by flooding the network with this interest. This is convenient for applications that do not change their interests or that do not query the network very often. For instance, the application sets its criteria for the day, injects the subscription once, and waits for the sensor network reports. Thus, this mechanism is suitable for event-driven class of applications.

As an alternative, the subscription propagation phase can be suppressed by piggybacking subscriptions into the initial configuration packet. Thus, the broadcasting of a configuration message that carries subscriptions from the sink will not only re-configure the network, i.e., fix any broken paths, but it will also disseminate subscriptions in one restricted flooding flow.

In a periodic application scenario, PEQ can be used to further minimize energy
consumption by setting sleep periods during the configuration of the dissemination tree, or during the propagation of subscriptions. The sink spreads its subscriptions that carry the periods for data gathering. Assuming that the clocks of all nodes are synchronized, the nodes will set sleeping periods when no data is required. For instance, if the sink subscribes its interest that a certain data should be delivered starting at a specific time $T$. All the nodes in sleep mode will only turn on their radios when the time $T$ is approaching.

**Data Delivery to the Sink**

When a sensor node gathers data from its sensing module, it first checks its subscription list to determine if there is any registered subscription that matches the data. If a criterion is met, the node will forward the data to the sink that has subscribed. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. Basically, the node assembles a data notification packet that contains the following fields: type, value, sinkID, and timestamp. Thereafter, the node checks its routing table and uses the destID address that leads to the sink in order to forward the packet towards the sink. Each sensor node that receives the data notification packet will look up its routing table for an entry that contains the sinkID and will retrieve the destID address to forward the data towards the sink. This process repeats for each node in the path until the data reaches the sink. The actions taken when an intermediate node receives a data packet is shown in Algorithm 3. In addition, each node will randomly select one of the entries it has found in its routing table that leads to the sink. Thus, a node will alternate its forwarding node every time it has a packet to relay to the sink, as depicted in Figure 3.6, in which a sample of the sensor network shows some nodes with multiple choices of forwarding neighbors. For instance, one of the level-3 nodes has three forwarding nodes and it will randomly select which one to use each time it needs to relay a packet. This mechanism avoids depleting the energy of a single node caused by relaying packets through the same path repeatedly.

During the initial configuration phase, each node learns only the addresses of the nodes that are in a previous hop level. This characteristic makes it easy for a node to
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select the shortest path, besides avoiding message loops. Suppose that the sink sends a subscription to the network, and considering that the level-3 node, i.e., the darker one, in Figure 3.6 is the sensor node that produces an event that meets the subscription criterion. Note that the arrows indicate the links that could form alternative paths. The level-3 node has three route choices, level-2 nodes have their own number of routes, and so on. Multiples packets will be delivered through alternate paths. An important feature of the configuration of the hops level can be observed in the notification transmission phase. When a node receives a data notification packet from a neighbor node, it only retransmits the message if the node belongs to a one-hop level higher than the current node. For instance, only level-2 nodes will forward the information received from level-3 nodes.

**Recovery from Disrupted Routes**

The routes created for from sensor nodes to the sink are the shortest possible and efficient in terms of number of hops. However, if a single node in the path fails, it will cause route disruption, thereby preventing data delivery to the sink. A sensor node may fail due to energy depletion, physical destruction, communication blockage and interference, etc. Several routing algorithms that support path recovery for sensor networks have been proposed in the literature. Some of them are based on periodic flooding mechanisms,
Algorithm 2 DATA DELIVERY

**Variables:**
1. `data_pkt` {Data notification packet: (data, source, destID, sinkID, timestamp)}
2. `routeTable = {}` {Routing table: (hop, destID, sinkID, timestamp)}
3. `subTable = {}` {Table of subscriptions: (type, criteria, sinkID, timestamp)}
4. `F = {}` `{F = \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_n\} is the set of possible forwarding neighbors of a node}`
5. `hop = nil` {Hop count or hop level}
6. `sinkID = nil` {Identification or address of the sink}
7. `timestamp = nil` {Timestamp of a packet}
8. `destID = nil` {Identification or address of the destination node}
9. `source = nil` {Identification or address of the source node}

**Functions:**
10. `clock()` {Returns the current system time}
11. `lookup(param)` {Searches a table for the entry param}
12. `getLocalAddress()` {Returns the address of the current node}
13. `add()` {Adds an entry to the table specified}
14. `send()` {Transmits the packet}
15. `recv()` {Action(s) taken when a packet is received}

**Action:** {Sensor node has data to deliver}
16. `tmp_entry ← subTable.lookup(type)` {Retrieves the entry that matches the data}
17. `repeat`
18. `entry ← routeTable.lookup(tmp_entry.destID)` {Retrieves the sinkID entry}
19. `F ← entry.destID` {Stores the multiple forwarding addresses}
20. `until (entry ≠ EOF)` {Prepares the data notification packet}
21. `data_pkt.destID ← RANDOM(F)` {Sets the forwarding node randomly from the set F}
22. `data_pkt.timestamp ← clock()` {Sets the source address with its own address}
23. `data_pkt.source ← getLocalAddress()` {broadcasts config.pkt}
24. `data_pkt.sinkID ← entry.sinkID` {Data gathered from the sensor}
25. `data_pkt.data ← data` {Sends the data packet}
26. `data_pkt.send()`

such as the Directed Diffusion [60] and Hill et. al., [56]. These mechanisms rely on the sink to trigger the periodic flooding in order to repair broken paths and to discover new routes to forward traffic around faulty nodes. However, the periodic flooding mechanism is not satisfactory in terms of energy savings due to the extra overhead. Furthermore, these periodic algorithms are unable to route data around failed nodes until the next flooding, thereby it increases the packet drop rate and delay. The PEQ’s path repair algorithm was primarily designed based on acknowledgments. It comprised two parts: the failure detection of the forwarding neighbor node, and the selection of a new destination. When a sensor node forwards data to its forwarding neighbor, it simply sends the data packet and sets a timeout timer and waits for the neighbor’s acknowledgment. If the node receives the ACK packet from its neighbor, it can infer that the neighbor is working properly. However, this ACK-based path repair scheme introduced extra traffic, packet
Algorithm 3 DATA FORWARDING

▷ Variables:
1: data_pkt
2: routeTable = ∅
3: F = ∅
4: sinkID = nil
5: destID = nil

▷ Functions:
6: lookup(param)
7: send()
8: recv()

Action: {recv() - An intermediate sensor node receives a DATA packet}
9: repeat
10: entry ← routeTable.lookup(data_pkt.sinkID);
11: F ← entry.destID;
12: until (entry ≠ EOF)
13: data_pkt.destID ← RANDOM(F);
14: data_pkt.send();

Delay and retransmissions of packets that were properly forwarded by the neighbors but that were not acknowledged due to uplink problems. Therefore, the current route repair mechanism is based on the overhearing technique. Hence, suppose a sensor node sends a data packet to its forwarding neighbor and sets a timer $T$. Upon receiving the packet, the neighbor node will attempt to forward it to its neighbors towards the sink, as already described in Algorithm 3. If the node overhears its neighbor forwarding the packet within the specified timer $T$, the node can infer that its neighbor is working. Otherwise, a problem must have occurred with the neighbor and another node should be selected as the new forwarding neighbor. Thus, the node will attempt to select another destination from the set of forwarding neighbors $F = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\}$, where $f_i$ is the address of a forwarding neighbor learned during the setup of the dissemination tree. If there is no forwarding node, i.e., if $F = ∅$, the node switches to a neighbor discovery state. The node immediately broadcasts a SEARCH message. Each neighbor that receives the SEARCH packet will reply with a message that carries its hop level and address. Thereafter, the node will create a list $N$ with all the neighbor nodes that replied such that $N = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_n\}$, where $N$ is sorted by hop level and $n_i$ is the entry for the $i^{th}$ neighbor in order of preference. Hence, the node will choose the neighbor with the lowest hop level as its new forwarding node. If there is no available neighbor $n_i$ with
hop level $h_i \in H$, where $H = \{h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_n\}$ is the set of hop levels of the nodes in $N$, that is less or equal to the hop level $h_s$ of the node that started the discovery phase $n_s$, i.e., $\forall h_i \in H \not= h_i \mid h_i \leq h_s$, the node will send the packet back to the node from which it received the packet. This node will try to find another route by starting the neighbor discovery phase itself, but excluding the neighbor that backtracked to avoid loops.

If no neighbor replies to the SEARCH message, i.e., $N = \emptyset$, the node is isolated and its transmission will not reach any neighbor. The node will attempt to broadcast another SEARCH message after a timer expires. Another solution would be to reconfigure its radio module to increase its coverage area.

### 3.3.3 Data Delivery Cost Function

In this section, a theoretical representation of the data delivery cost is discussed for the flooding and the PEQ protocols. Following the ideas presented in [61], a simple idealized setting is investigated, in which $N$ sensor nodes are deployed on a square grid, as seen in Figure 3.7. The links between pairs of nodes that can communicate with each other are shown in Figure 3.7(a). A total of $n$ source nodes are deployed on the left edge of the grid, and the sink is place on the right edge. The cost of transmission and reception of one event from each source to the sink is defined as one unit for transmission and one
unit for reception. We take into consideration more realistic scenarios in the simulation experiments presented in section 3.3.4.

Communication Cost for Flooding the Network

The cost of flooding the network with \( n \) events (one event per source) is denoted by:

\[
C_f(N, n) = C_{TX}(N, n) + C_{RX}(N, n)
\]

(3.3)

where \( N \) is the total number of sensor nodes and \( C_{TX} \) and \( C_{RX} \) are the costs of transmission and reception of one event, respectively. The transmission cost \( C_{TX} \) is given by:

\[
C_{TX}(N, n) = nN
\]

(3.4)

because each node will transmit the event once (assuming that one event is transmitted in one packet). The reception cost \( C_{RX} \) is determined by the number of links in the network. As depicted in Figure 3.7(a), there are \( 2(\sqrt{N} - 1)^2 \) diagonal links, \((\sqrt{N} - 1)\sqrt{N}\) horizontal links, and \((\sqrt{N} - 1)\sqrt{N}\) vertical links. In addition, each node will also receive the same event from all neighbors, i.e., the reception cost per link will be \( 2 \times n \) events. The total reception cost is given by:

\[
C_{RX}(N, n) = 2n[2(\sqrt{N} - 1)^2 + 2(\sqrt{N} - 1)\sqrt{N}]
\]

(3.5)

Finally, the total cost of flooding the network with \( n \) events is determined by:

\[
C_f(N, n) = nN + 2n[2(\sqrt{N} - 1)^2 + 2(\sqrt{N} - 1)\sqrt{N}]
\]

\[
= nN + 2n[2(\sqrt{N} - 1)(\sqrt{N} - 1) + 2(\sqrt{N} - 1)\sqrt{N}]
\]

\[
= nN + 2n[2(\sqrt{N} - 1)(\sqrt{N} + \sqrt{N} - 1)]
\]

(3.6)
Therefore, the complexity of the data delivery cost for flooding is equal to \( O(nN) \). The analysis of the PEQ protocol is discussed in the next section.

**Data Delivery Cost in PEQ**

In PEQ, each node has enough routing information to reach the sink using the shortest path after the configuration phase. A characteristic of the PEQ protocol determines that a node in a certain hop level \( h_i \) only forwards its data packets to neighbor nodes at hop level \( h_i - 1 \). Therefore, a shortest path does not include a vertical link. The data delivery cost \( C_p(N, n) \) for PEQ is determined by the number of links on the shortest path from the source to the sink depicted in Figure 3.7(b). The cost of delivering \( n \) events to the sink is denoted by:

\[
C_p(N, n) = C_{TX}(N, n) + C_{RX}(N, n)
\] (3.7)

Roughly put, the transmission cost \( C_{TX} \) is determined by the number of transmissions on the shortest path to the sink:

\[
C_{TX} = n(\sqrt{N} - 1)
\] (3.8)

because only the nodes in the shortest path will retransmit the event. The reception cost \( C_{RX} \) is determined by:

\[
C_{RX} = 2n(\sqrt{N} - 1) + 6(\sqrt{N} - 1)
\]
\[
= (2n + 6)(\sqrt{N} - 1)
\] (3.9)

Therefore, the total cost of delivering \( n \) events in PEQ is denoted by:

\[
C_p(N, n) = n(\sqrt{N} - 1) + (2n + 6)(\sqrt{N} - 1)
\]
\[
= (3n + 6)(\sqrt{N} - 1)
\] (3.10)
As can be deducted from equation 3.10, the complexity of the data delivery cost of PEQ is equal to $O(n\sqrt{N})$.

### 3.3.4 PEQ’s Simulation Experiments and Results

#### Simulation Scenario and Metrics

The PEQ protocol was implemented and evaluated using the ns-2 simulator [87]. The simulation scenarios consist of several sensor fields of different population sizes ranging from 100 to 500 sensor nodes. The nodes were randomly placed on an area of $150m^2$ and a fixed workload of 5 sources and 1 sink were used. The size of the field is increased to keep the node density constant. The radio range of the nodes was set to 20 meters in order to mimic realistic sensor radio modules. The source nodes were placed as farthest away as possible from the sink so that when the network size is increased, the length of the routes to the sink also increases in terms of hops. Therefore, the impact of network size on the performance of the PEQ protocol can be more noticeable than a random placement of the nodes. Node failures are simulated by turning off a fixed fraction of nodes. These nodes were randomly chosen from the sensor field and turned off at a random time and stayed off until the end of the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>1000 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation area</td>
<td>$150 \times 150m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes $N$</td>
<td>100-500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio range</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of source nodes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source node data rate</td>
<td>2pkts/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>34.8Kbits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>32Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA packet size</td>
<td>64Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01488W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01250W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01236W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simulation parameters used in this set of experiments are listed in Table 3.1. These parameters are based on the values reported in the Directed Diffusion (DD) research work [60], with some modifications. The source nodes’ data rate was chosen to be 2 events per second.

The simulations use the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer implemented in the ns-2 simulator. As reported in [60], this is not a satisfactory choice of MAC layer, since a TDMA-based MAC would be more appropriate than a RTS/CTS approach, in terms of energy efficiency, because an 802.11 radio in idle state consumes as much power as when it is listening to the channel. Therefore, the simulation experiments presented in this chapter follow the ideas of [60] to modify the ns-2 energy model. The energy model is based on the RFM TR1000 [118]. The power values shown in Table 3.1 were extracted from [104].

The event delivery delay and the delivery ratio are critical metrics for the performance evaluation of sensor network protocols for event-driven and query-based application scenarios. Thus, PEQ is evaluated through the following metrics:

- **Average Delay**: Average latency from the moment a data packet is transmitted to the moment it is received at the sink;

- **Average Event Delivery Ratio**: The ratio of the number of received data packets by the number of originally sent;

- **Average Dissipated Energy**: The total power consumption of the network per number of nodes.

The mean is calculated over 10 simulation runs for each metric with 95% of confidence interval.

**The Performance of PEQ**

The performance results of PEQ are compared the ones of Directed Diffusion (DD). DD is considered as a benchmark by the research community and is the most similar protocol
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Figure 3.8: End-to-end average delay comparison.

to the PEQ, i.e., both lie in the same category of data-centric routing protocols. PEQ is also compared to a simple flooding routing mechanism, which is the worst case scenario. The average delay is particularly important in event-driven and query-based applications, which demand fast and reliable response times. For instance, a query to track an object or person in a building subject to an emergency situation, or the detection of fire or high temperatures, require fast system response and reliable delivery. Low latency is crucial since an object being tracked can move fast in a few seconds and information about its location may be out of date very quickly, preventing actions that could save lives if taken in a short time. PEQ uses the subscription message to propagate the initial configuration that builds the path to the sink and when the source node receives the subscription, it uses this path to deliver data to the sink. PEQ should at least outperform the flooding mechanism, as can be seen in Figure 3.8(a). PEQ also shows a significant lower delay than Directed Diffusion. The main reason is that DD adds extra overhead through the reinforcement mechanism, which uses multiple paths to send the information to the sink and, sometimes, the path is not the shortest one. The average latency for different node failure rates is depicted in Figure 3.8(b). As network size increases, the number of hops an event has to travel from source to sink also increases, and so does the average packet delay. Failure rate has an impact in the observed delay, as shown in Figure 3.8(b).
Figure 3.9: Average packet delivery success rate.

For instance, in a network size of 500 nodes, the average delay increases from 49ms to 58ms, which is an acceptable latency for the event-driven and query-based application scenarios. This increase in delay is due to the fact that, in order to repair a broken path, the algorithm has to find "alive" nodes. As we increase the number of failed node, the discovered paths may become longer, thereby adding extra delay to the packets.

Sensor network reliability can be measured by its average event delivery ratio, which reflects the success ratio of packets transmitted to the sink. Figure 3.9 shows that PEQ is able to maintain a reasonable event delivery ratio even at a high percentage of failed nodes.

Figure 3.10(a) presents the energy consumption of the PEQ, DD, and flooding algorithms. The consumption of PEQ and DD are very similar, with a small difference due to the extra overhead that DD introduces with the reinforcement mechanism. However, in our simulations, the idle state of the radios consume as much energy as receiving packets. Therefore, idle state energy consumption dominates the average calculate in this experiment. Figure 3.10(b) shows the average dissipated energy per node in the presence of different node failure rates.

In this section segment of our simulation, the experiments are conducted with different data rates of 5, 10 and 15 data packets per second in order to investigate the scalability
of our approach under different traffic conditions. Figure 3.11(a) shows that an increase in the data rate has raised the latency observed, especially when 15 or more events per second were generated by the sources. This was expected since a rate of 15 events per second generates much more traffic and therefore more packet collisions and losses, as shown in Figure 3.11(b), in which the average delivery ratio decreases when data rate is increased.

The sensor field considered here has only one sink, so that the algorithm could be better evaluated in a traffic jam situation. The nodes closer to the sink have to deal with a great number of packets per second, limiting the performance of the network and impacting on its lifetime. From the experiments, it can be seen that PEQ can provide low latency for event notification, fast broken path reconfiguration, and high reliability in the delivery of the events with low energy dissipation. Low latency is achieved by the use of the shortest path for the delivery of events.

A cluster-based approach CPEQ, based on PEQ, is described in the next section. CPEQ has been designed to minimize latency even further, specially under high traffic such as in the case of an emergency situation, such as detection fire, gas leaks, etc.
The sensor nodes in a wireless sensor network may generate heavy data traffic, especially in an emergency scenario. For instance, nodes may detect that the temperature of part of a building is increasing; other nodes may detect fire and all these data might be sent to a sink that will triggers immediately some nodes or even video sensors to track people inside a building. The sensor nodes in a certain region may detect the same event and send redundant data to the sink. In order to avoid redundancy, which generates unnecessary traffic and dissipates more energy, a data aggregation method is necessary [54][60]. Thus, a cluster-based approach was devised that groups sensor nodes to efficiently relay the sensed data to the sink. The CPEQ protocol adopts a cluster-based approach where nodes with more residual energy are selected as cluster-head nodes. A cluster-head node builds up a cluster and the nodes within the cluster forward data to the cluster-head. Thereafter, the cluster-head executes data aggregation or fusion on the gathered data and relays the results to the sink. Every node on the network can become a cluster-head for a specific period of time. When the time expires, other nodes are selected a cluster-heads. The main goals of the CPEQ protocol are to distribute the energy dissipation among the nodes uniformly, and to reduce traffic in the network. The
CPEQ algorithm is performed in five steps: initial configuration; selection of cluster-heads; cluster configuration; data transmission to the cluster-head; and data delivery to the sink. Each step will be discussed in details in the following sections.

**Initial Configuration**

The sensor nodes in a certain region may detect the same events and send redundant data to the sink. In order to avoid redundancy, which generates unnecessary traffic and dissipates energy, a data aggregation method is necessary. The CPEQ protocol is based on the PEQ mechanisms and it adopts a cluster-based approach in which the nodes with more residual energy are selected as cluster-head nodes. The cluster-head node builds up a cluster and the nodes within its cluster send their events to the cluster-head. Thereafter, the cluster-head executes an aggregation function, e.g., the averaged temperature or to conceal redundant data, before relaying the data to the sink. The CPEQ protocol configures the dissemination tree using the PEQ’s algorithm with a simple modification that is the addition of two fields that contain the percentage of nodes that can become cluster-heads, and the duration of the round \( T_r \).
Cluster-Head Selection

The cluster-head selection scheme is based on the ideas presented in LEACH [53], which is a benchmark in cluster-based routing for sensor networks. After the initial configuration, any node in the network can become a cluster-head with a certain probability. For instance, if the desired percentage of cluster-heads is 5%, the probability of a node becoming a cluster-head will be $p = 0.05$. Therefore, each node generates a random number between 0 and 1 and if this number is less than the probability $p$, the node will initiate the cluster-head selection mechanism. The "elector" node requests the energy level from its immediate neighbors by sending a REQ_EN packet, as shown in Figure 3.12(a). Each neighbor replies with a REP_EN packet that contains its address and the amount of energy remaining, as can be seen in 3.12(b). The elector node selects the neighbor with the highest residual energy as the new cluster-head by sending it a SET_CH packet, as depicted in Figure 3.12(c). In the example, the nodes with energy levels 7 and 9 are selected as the new cluster-heads. The cluster-head selection scheme is executed periodically, in rounds. A node remains in the cluster-head state for a specific period of time $T_r$. When $T_r$ expires, the nodes will clean their cluster-related routing information and restart the selection mechanism (see Algorithm 4).

Configuration of the Clusters

The new selected cluster-head node is responsible for notifying its neighbors about its new status. Each cluster-head will start the cluster configuration by broadcasting the notification packet CH_NTF in order to build a cluster. This mechanism acts exactly the same as the initial configuration algorithm of PEQ. In order to limit the size of a cluster, the CH_NTF packet carries a time-to-live field. The result of the cluster configuration scheme can be seen in Figure 3.13(a) for $TTL = 2$. It is possible that a sensor node receives CH_NTF packets from more than one cluster-head. The node will join the cluster from which it received the packet with the lowest $TTL$. In the case of ties, the node will join the first cluster-head from which it received the notification CH_NTF.
Algorithm 4 CLUSTER-HEAD SELECTION

Variables:
1. REQ.EN
2. REP.EN
3. SET.CH
4. $N = \emptyset$
5. destID = nil
6. $T_r$
7. TREQ
8. prob

Functions:
9. max(param)
10. send()
11. drop()
12. recv()
13. random(param)
14. getLocalAddress()
15. getEnergy()
16. setTimer(time)

Action: {The round starts. Determines if the node will be a "selector" node}
17: if (prob > random(1)) then
18: REQ.EN.source ← getLocalAddress();
19: REQ.EN.destID ← BROADCAST;
20: REQ.EN.send();
21: setTimer(TREQ);
22: end if
23: setTimer($T_r$)

Action: {recv() - A node receives a REQ.EN packet}
24: REP.EN.energy ← getEnergy();
25: REP.EN.destID ← REQ.EN.source;
26: REP.EN.send();

Action: {recv() - The "selector" node receives the REP.EN message}
27: $N ← REP.EN;$
28: if TREQexpired then
29: node ← max($N$);
30: SET.CH.destID ← node.address;
31: SET.CH.send();
32: end if

Data Transmission to Cluster-Heads

When a node detects a phenomenon in the environment, the sensed data must be relayed
to the cluster-head. The data routing algorithm is the same employed by PEQ when it
routes data to the sink, in which nodes use their forwarding addresses that were learned
during the configuration step. In the CPEQ protocol, the cluster-head can be thought
of as a sink for its cluster. Figure 3.13(b) shows two cluster-heads receiving data from
their cluster nodes. The CPEQ protocol also inherits the path repair mechanism from
PEQ.
Data Transmission to the Sink

After receiving data from the sensor nodes within its cluster, each cluster-head will forward its data to the sink. In the LEACH protocol [53], the communication among cluster-heads and the sink is performed in one hop. Therefore, the cluster heads have to reserve more energy to transmit at long distances. This mechanism works only for small networks because every cluster head can reach the Sink in a small field. However, in large scale networks, cluster-heads might be unable to communicate directly with the sink. The CPEQ protocol, on the other hand, is based on multi-hop communication among cluster heads and the sink. A cluster-head forwards its data to the sink through the shortest path, which was configured during the initial configuration step, as can be seen in Figure 3.13(c). It is possible that some nodes do not belong to any cluster after a cluster configuration phase. In this case, the nodes can use the routes found during the initial configuration and relay data directly to the sink through those routes. Other solutions [22][125] employ cluster-heads with specialized hardware that consume more energy and communication resources. These solutions have high deployment costs and need special care with the distribution of the cluster heads, as they will remain fixed throughout the network lifetime.
3.3.6 Performance Evaluation of the CPEQ Protocol

Simulation Scenarios and Metrics

The CPEQ protocol was implemented in the network simulator ns-2 [87]. A fixed network size of 500 sensor nodes is utilized in the first set of experiments. The data rate of source nodes is set to 2 events per second. The time to live for cluster construction is set to \(TTL = 2\), and the percentage of cluster-head nodes in the network is based on LEACH [53], i.e., 5% or \(p = 0.05\). The percentage of source nodes in the network ranges from 2% to 16% in order to reflect low and high traffic rates. In addition, the source nodes are randomly selected from the sensor field. The duration of a round \(T_r\) is 50 seconds. Table 3.2 summarizes the simulation parameters.

The CPEQ protocol is evaluated through three metrics: average event delay, average event delivery ratio, and average dissipated energy. The PEQ and Directed Diffusion schemes were simulated under the same scenario and parameters and their results compared.

Table 3.2: Summary of the CPEQ's simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>1000 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation area</td>
<td>150m x 150m – 400m x 400m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes (N)</td>
<td>100 - 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio range</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of source nodes</td>
<td>2 - 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of cluster-heads</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round duration (T_r)</td>
<td>50 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source node data rate</td>
<td>2 pkts/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-to-live (TTL)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>34.8 Kbits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>32 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA packet size</td>
<td>64 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01488 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01250 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01236 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Performance of CPEQ

As outlined in section 3.3.4, PEQ shows low latency for event delivery, specially when the network comprises a small number of source nodes. Therefore, a cluster-based variation of PEQ was designed to deal with a large number of source nodes. In this section, the performance of CPEQ is evaluated and compared to PEQ, Directed Diffusion (DD) and LEACH protocols.

In this first set of simulations, 100 nodes are scattered across a 150m square region and the number of source nodes is increased from 2 to 16% of the total number of nodes.

Recall that the average delay is the end-to-end delay observed between a source node and the sink. As expected, with low data traffic, CPEQ is outperformed by the other protocols due to its extra delay, since each cluster-head must wait to receive data from the nodes within its cluster before performing data aggregation or fusion. In addition, the delivery paths are a bit longer since data flows from sensor nodes to the cluster-head and from cluster-heads to the sinks. As the number of source nodes increases, e.g., in a typical emergency situation, CPEQ is able to sustain a stable delay since it reduces the amount of data packets that are delivered through the network by performing a simple aggregation function on each cluster-head. The sensor nodes in PEQ and Directed Diffusion have to forward all data generated by the source nodes to the sink, thereby contributing to the increase in delay. Figure 3.14(a) shows the stable delay observed in CPEQ and LEACH, and the abrupt increase in delay for PEQ and DD as the percentage of source nodes increases. In CPEQ and LEACH, the dynamics of the clustering configuration, i.e., the selection and notification of cluster-heads, add extra overhead. As observed in Figure 3.14(a), PEQ and Directed Diffusion provide better results in terms of energy dissipation when just a few source nodes are present in the network. LEACH outperforms CPEQ in terms of packet delay since LEACH uses direct communications and CPEQ multi-hop communications.

However, when the number of source nodes increases, CPEQ outperforms PEQ and DD protocols by reducing the data traffic and, consequently, the number of transmissions
and receptions. It results in less energy dissipation, as can be seen in Figure 3.14(b). It is worth noting that CPEQ, PEQ and DD do not save energy by turning nodes off, and the fact that idle radio modules spend as much energy as when they are receiving transmissions, the idle time energy utilization absolutely dominates all simulations. LEACH outperforms the other protocols since the cluster-heads set up a TDMA transmission schedule such that the sensor nodes can turn their radios off when they are not transmitting data.

The clustering and aggregation approaches of CPEQ also cause an impact on the packet delivery success. CPEQ behaves similar to the PEQ protocol in a low traffic
scenario. However, CPEQ shows better performance in high traffic scenarios since only the cluster-head nodes relay data to the sink, thereby reducing data traffic and packet collisions, as can be observed in Figure 3.15 that presents the results of data delivery ratio. LEACH shows similar performance to CPEQ.

In the second set of simulation experiments, the percentage of source nodes is fixed in 5%, and the network size ranges from 100 to 500 nodes in order to evaluate the scalability of the protocols under different network sizes. We have set the maximum radio transmission range of a node in LEACH to 150 meters and 20 meters in CPEQ, PEQ and DD. The sensor field area is also increased to keep a constant node density. All the other parameters are the same as in Table 3.2. Figure 3.16(a) shows that increasing the network size, PEQ and Directed Diffusion show higher latency than CPEQ. As mentioned earlier, CPEQ reduces the number of transmitted packets. Thus, it reduces traffic and queue buildups, which affects end-to-end delay and the other metrics. As expected, LEACH outperforms CPEQ by a small lead, but after a certain network size, some cluster-heads in LEACH do not reach the sink. The traffic reduction achieved by the cluster-based protocols has also an impact in the delivery success ratio, as can be seen in Figure 3.16(b), even with an increasing number of source nodes. LEACH clearly does not scale since it uses direct communications to the sink. LEACH is limited to small networks and depends on the radio range of the sensor nodes.

The average dissipated energy is shown in Figure 3.17. CPEQ, PEQ and DD show similar results, with a slightly better performance of CPEQ as the network scales up. LEACH achieves the best performance among the protocols studied. Packet losses are minimized in CPEQ due to its clustering and data aggregation features since not all data packets have to be relayed to the sink.

### 3.3.7 Final Remarks

Although the CPEQ offers a slightly better energy dissipation than PEQ, it still suffers from the high traffic load at the nodes surrounding the sink(s). One alternative would be
the deployment of several sinks. However, this solution would just postpone the problem, since the sensor nodes would still propagate their data to the sinks, and the nodes around it would suffer from high congestion. The LEACH approach solves the bottleneck at the sink’s surroundings since it uses one-hop communications from cluster-heads to the sink. However, high power transmissions are necessary, thereby increasing the complexity of a group of sensor nodes, i.e., the cluster-heads, and so the implementation costs.

An interesting approach is envisioned in which the sinks are mobile nodes. In such approach, the sinks move through the sensor network while gathering the data. There are several research work in the literature about data “mules”. However, most of the
existing solutions are designed for non-delay-sensitive application scenarios. In addition, the existing handoff algorithms cannot be applied directly to wireless sensor networks due to the constraint power resources of sensor motes. Therefore, a mobile data gathering approach is proposed in chapter 4, in which a delay-sensitive data gathering solution is discussed and evaluated.

3.4 Summary

Sensor networks are increasingly being used for continuous sensing, event detection, location sensing, as well as micro-sensing in applications areas such as health care, transportation, finance, defense, government, manufacturing, emergency response, just to name a few. One of the most appealing applications is security surveillance and supervision of context aware physical environments that can be subjected to critical conditions such as fire, leaking of toxic gases and explosions. A challenging issue of these networks is how to provide a fast, reliable and fault tolerant routing protocol for query-based, event-driven and periodic sensor networks application scenarios. In this chapter, PEQ was proposed. It is a novel wireless network algorithm, that uses ordinary sensor node hardware with short radio range to meet periodic, event-driven and query-based interests. PEQ uses a small amount of information for the routing mechanism, e.g., the hop level of each node. If a failure is detected, unlike other solutions that use flooding, a PEQ node employs the overhearing technique or it broadcasts a SEARCH message to its neighbors, and receives a reply with their hop level and identification. The neighbor with the lowest hop level is chosen as the new forwarding node. PEQ provides low latency for event notification, dynamic broken path reconfiguration, and high reliability in the delivery of events. Low latency is achieved by the use of the shortest path for the delivery of events. In addition, individual nodes, instead of a sink-based mechanism, trigger the recovery mechanism locally.

In order to decrease latency even further, specially under high network data traffic
conditions, a cluster-based version of PEQ was devised. CPEQ is a cluster-based routing protocol that groups sensor nodes to relay the gathered data to the sink efficiently. In the CPEQ protocol, nodes with more residual energy are selected as cluster-head nodes that relay the data to the sink by distributing energy dissipation among the nodes uniformly. Important metrics were evaluated and compared to the Directed Diffusion paradigm and the PEQ protocol. As the number of nodes increases, the simulation experiments indicate that CPEQ almost halves the packet delay compared to DD and PEQ. The delivery ratio is also improved in CPEQ. As the network size increases, CPEQ shows nearly 97% of delivery success in a network size of 500 nodes, versus 70% for DD and nearly 80% for PEQ in the same conditions. In terms of energy dissipation, CPEQ consumes less energy due to its data clustering feature, which reduces data traffic. The strength of CPEQ/PEQ is its simplicity and effectiveness in the delivery of events, thereby making it as a good candidate to meet constraints and requirements of event delivery in event-driven and query-based applications. LEACH outperforms CPEQ in some metrics. However, LEACH does not scale well and its deployment in large scale networks is unfeasible.
Chapter 4

Mobile Data Gathering Protocols
for WSNs

4.1 Initial Considerations

Wireless sensor networks have been attracting the attention of researchers and the industry mainly due to their potential applications [3][16][86] such as health care [105], soil monitoring for precision agriculture, border protection, marine and space exploration, battlefield and hostile environment surveillance [6], and a variety of training and monitoring applications for emergency preparedness and response.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) can be seen as a large collection of small wireless devices that can organize themselves in an ad hoc network capable of sensing environmental conditions within their range and have constrained energy, processing and communication resources. Sensor nodes usually transmit their data to a base station. However, a wireless sensor network usually lacks infrastructure and the sensor nodes must organize themselves in order to create routes that lead to a base station. Therefore, WSNs perform multi-hop data propagation in order to relay data to a static base station. Routing for WSNs is a largely studied field, and the reader can refer to [6][12][25][13] for interesting surveys and research work on routing protocols for WSNs.
In large scale WSNs, sensor nodes may use a cluster-based approach in which a cluster-head is responsible for collecting data from its cluster nodes. Hierarchical or cluster-based routing is a well-known approach that aims at providing scalability and energy efficiency in WSNs. A randomized selection of cluster-heads is usually used as a solution to the problem of energy depletion of cluster-head nodes [53]. In this technique, any sensor node can become a cluster-head, and the task of being a cluster-head is alternated periodically in order to provide load balancing. Other cluster-based routing protocols for WSNs include [77][78], among others. In a usual scenario, a WSN is a high density network deployed over a large area of interest. Therefore, several nodes are used in order to deliver a single packet to a remote sink. Furthermore, sensor nodes closer to the sink will drain their energy and use more resources than other nodes in the network, simply because they are in the path of many routes to a single data aggregation point. As a result, the sink's neighboring nodes will suffer from high congestion and packet losses that affect negatively the communication with the sink. Furthermore, these nodes will be the first to run out of energy and the network will quickly become disconnected and in-operational. Researchers are investigating the use of mobile entities that can collect information from the sensor network while moving within the monitored area. A mobile sink approach will not only remove the burden of the nodes closer to a sink, but it will provide a mechanism to reach and collect data from network areas that are disconnected, as well as to increase network lifetime. With the advances of wireless networks and the widespread of thin mobile handhelds such as cellular phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), a feasible strategy has attracted attention recently [39]. It deals with using handhelds as sensor data collectors, e.g., mobile sinks or cluster-heads. Therefore, the mobile entity is able to collect data from the proximity nodes at very low cost, usually involving one-hop communications. It can decrease energy consumption and traffic load. In addition, the probability of queue buildups and collisions is reduced because the number of hops traversed by a packet in order to reach the sink is diminished significantly.

In this chapter, we propose a low-latency and reliable mobile data gathering solution
for delay-sensitive applications for WSNs. One of the challenges is to alleviate the high traffic load and resulting bottleneck in a sink's vicinity caused by static approaches. Our proposed MDC/PEQ protocol employs mobile data collectors (MDCs) that broadcast beacons periodically. Sensor nodes that receive the beacon will join the MDC's cluster and update their routing information in order to relay data packets to the corresponding MDC. Sensor nodes use the signal strength of the beacon in order to perform a simple but efficient route re-configuration (handoff). All message exchanges are kept locally within the nodes neighbors and the overhead is minimized. Our strategy contributes to reducing packet delivery delay and increasing reliability with little or no overhead by reducing the number of hops a data packet has to traverse. An extensive set of simulation experiments is conducted and results confirm that the introduction of mobile data collectors in wireless sensor networks reduces latency and alleviates the bottleneck at the nodes closer to the sink.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a review of mobility support approaches for WSNs. Our proposed mobile data gathering is discussed in details in section 4.3. Simulation experiments, results and further discussions are presented in section 4.3.3.

4.2 Related Work

In this section, we investigate the related work on mobile data gathering for WSNs. Examples of research on this subject include [23, 63, 66, 68] among others.

In [66], a simple experimental evaluation is performed in which the authors consider only one mobile sink that moves through a straight line while collecting data from the sensor nodes, as can be seen in Figure 4.1. This approach reduces the number of hops a packet has to travel in order to reach the sink and it also saves energy and increases network lifetime.

The authors employ the Directed Diffusion [60, 61] as the routing protocol. The sink
broadcasts an interest message to the neighboring sensor nodes while moving through the straight line. The sensor nodes will receive the interest message and possibly forward to their own neighbors. Each sensor node will start transmitting data to the mobile sink when an event matches the sink's interest. The mobile sink may be out of range during the event transmission and packets will be lost. The solution uses acknowledgments to make sure the sink has received the packet successfully, and a sensor node will transmit other packets only after it has received an acknowledgment message from the sink. This work has been extended in [63] to support multiple mobile sinks (also called data mules in the literature). Both approaches focus in non-delay-sensitive application scenarios. Therefore, they show high latency in order to collect data and serve the application because sensor nodes have to wait to transmit data until a data mule is nearby.

In [23], the authors explore a predictable sink mobility in order to save energy in a WSN. They propose a simple sink-driven communication protocol in which the sink is placed on a public transportation vehicle, and they assume that the sink traverses the same path through a wide area sensor network, as depicted in Figure 4.2. Data is pulled by the sink by waking up the sensor nodes based on proximity.

Basically, the sink broadcasts a beacon message continuously while traveling through the network. Sensor nodes listen to the wireless channel periodically in order to check if there is any sink nearby. In a first cycle, the sensor nodes only observe how often
the sink comes within range and for how long. In a second cycle, after the sink have broadcasted its beacon message, each node within range will start a collision-resolution based on 802.11 CSMA/CA, and it will transmit a packet to the sink that contains the position of the node and measurements collected during the first cycle. The sink will have a global picture of the network and it will use this piece of information to set up the communication priority when there are multiple nodes within its range waiting to transmit. Thereafter, the sink sends a wake up signal to the nodes it knows to be within range. Higher priority is given to the sensor nodes that will become out of range first. Furthermore, the sensor nodes predict when the sink is likely to be nearby and start listening to the wireless channel. This mechanism has a positive effect on energy savings because the nodes can be in sleep mode when the sink is not in range. The drawback of this approach is that its application is limited to the assumption that the sink traverses the network through the same path. Therefore, high delays are expected and this scheme cannot be employed in real-time applications such as emergency preparedness that requires fast response time.

The work presented in [28] aims at extending the Directed Diffusion protocol [60]
in order to support sink mobility. The technique performs a handoff scheme that follows a make-before-break strategy similar to the soft-handoff schemes used in cellular networks [50].

The approach presented in [33] consists of the design of a “Robomote”, a robot platform (hardware and software) that functions as a single mobile node in a mobile sensor network for a number of different applications. For instance, it can be used to recover network connectivity by having a few mobile nodes moving to desired locations and repairing partitioned networks. In addition, it can be used to distribute traffic load and energy consumption by moving mobile sinks to different areas.

The authors in [76] consider the problem of positioning mobile cluster heads in order to perform load balancing in a hybrid wireless sensor network. It is a cluster-based approach in which each cluster head acquires the positions and connection patterns of all sensor nodes in the cluster. In addition, the cluster head tests the possible positions it can move to by estimating the lifetime of the nodes in the case the cluster head moves to that position. The cluster head chooses the position where the maximum lifetime was estimated and moves to that area. According to their simulation results, the authors report that their approach with mobile cluster heads can improve network lifetime by at least 30% after 5 position adjustments.

An interesting research work is discussed in [68], in which the authors propose protocols for mobile data gathering in WSNs. The first protocol is a simple passive data gathering algorithm, i.e., “wait to hear from a nearby mobile sink and then transmit”. This technique reduces the energy consumption significantly because only one-hop communications are performed in order to relay data to a mobile sink. However, according to the authors, such solution is not suitable for delay-sensitive applications because of the long periods a sensor node will probably wait until a mobile sink is within its transmission range. The second protocol considers a WSN with mobile and static sinks. Limited propagation trees are constructed and rooted at the sinks in order to collect data from the WSN. Each sink broadcasts a beacon and each sensor node that receives the beacon will
decide if it needs to update its parent nodes according to pre-define rules. Each sensor node uses a propagation tree to deliver data to the corresponding sink. When a sensor node ceases from hearing a beacon message it caches all data and waits for another beacon message. Otherwise, a sensor node will initiate its participation to a new tree after a timer expires. The authors proposed a third scheme that aims at coordinating among the sinks in order to provide a better distribution of the mobile sinks. Basically, each sink tries to detect the presence of other sinks, so that the sink will modify its trajectory to avoid getting closer to other sinks, thereby, contributing to a better distribution of sinks throughout the WSN.

### 4.3 Our Proposed Mobile Data Gathering Protocol

One of the main challenging issues investigated in this thesis is the design of a protocol for WSNs using multiple mobile data collectors that offers low latency event delivery. The key idea is to always have a valid route from a sensor node to a mobile or static sink, thereby avoiding that sensor nodes have to wait until a mobile sink is nearby. Hence, our scheme does not introduce extra delay, assuming that we have a connected network and the mobile data collectors are the “final” destination of the data. In addition, we focus mainly on delay-sensitive applications like real-time monitoring for emergency preparedness purposes in which time efficiency is preferred to energy savings.

#### 4.3.1 Wireless Sensor Network Model

Consider the deployment of \( n \) wireless sensor nodes in a square area \( A \). Nodes can be randomly scattered across region \( A \) or deployed as a grid. There is also a base station (sink) \( S \) that is responsible for collecting data from all sensor nodes and it acts as a gateway for the sensor network. We consider symmetric communication links. Consider the introduction of \( M \) mobile data collectors into the monitored area \( A \), moving at maximum velocity \( v \), and capable of communicating with wireless sensor nodes. A sensor
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node utilizes its wireless radio resources to communicate with its one-hop neighbors, and the sensor nodes have no global knowledge of the network. Each node and the sink are assumed to be static and have transmission range \( R \). The sensor nodes relay data to the sink in a multi-hop fashion. Some terms we use to designate the entities employed in this model:

- **Definition 1 (Sensor node):** A sensor node is a static node in the network and acts as forwarding nodes.

- **Definition 2 (Source node):** A source node is a sensor node that captures an event from the environment. This information must be relayed to the sink.

- **Definition 3 (Sink node):** Also known as base station. A sink is a static node that collects data from the sensor nodes in the network. It is the data aggregation point.

- **Definition 4 (Mobile data collector - MDC):** Also known as mobile sink. It acts as a mobile entity that collects data from the sensor nodes while wandering through the network field. Usually, an MDC has better power resources than ordinary sensor nodes.

### 4.3.2 Algorithm Overview

We extend the ideas of CPEQ/PEQ use it as the underlying routing protocol. As discussed earlier, the sensor nodes located near the sink will serve as forwarding nodes for a large number of nodes. This can result in high packet traffic and energy consumption. Most solutions for mobile data gathering in sensor networks use deterministic node mobility models in order to assist the process of predicting the future positions of a sink and, consequently, taking proactive routing actions. The mobility models are usually classified in two categories: entity and group mobility models. The entity mobility model describes the movement of an individual node only with no coordination with the movement of other nodes. On the other hand, the group mobility model coordinates the movement of
the nodes as a group. In our approach, the MDC nodes move randomly according to two different mobility patterns: the Random Walk Mobility Model; and a variation of the Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model (BSMM), called Bounded Random Mobility Model (BRMM) [88]. In the Random Walk model, each node moves randomly and independently from each other and from previous movements. The BRMM is a group-based random mobility model and it presents smooth movement patterns. We believe that a group-based mobility model is more suitable than a completely random approach to represent the movement behavior of emergency response teams, soldiers in a battlefield, etc. We justify the use of this model by assuming that these entities, e.g., emergency responders, will carry a mobile device and act as data collectors or mobile sinks in our application scenario.

In our mobile approach, each MDC has the role of a cluster-head. It first starts the CPEQ cluster configuration so that all nodes joining the cluster will acquire the proper routing information about how to reach an MDC node. Due to the fact that we aim at delay-sensitive scenarios for emergency preparedness and hostile environment monitoring applications, we use a hybrid strategy with MDCs and a static sink. By this, the sensor nodes do not need to wait until an MDC is nearby in order to start relaying their sensed data. Each node keeps a hop level $h_m$, in addition to $h_s$, that represents the number of hops to reach the closest MDC. A node will decide which data collector (sink or MDC) it should forward a DATA message to according to both parameters $h_m$ and $h_s$. An overview of the MDC/CPEQ protocol can be seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The algorithms are discussed in the next subsections.

**Cluster Configuration**

An MDC starts a cluster configuration phase by sending a BEACON message. Similarly to the initial setup phase, a hop level $h_m$ is assigned to each sensor node in the cluster, which can be seen as a tree rooted at the MDC. The node that receives a beacon will first check its internal hop level $h_m$ and the hop level $h$ of the received message. Thereafter,
Figure 4.3: Overview of the MDC/CPEQ cluster configuration algorithm.

it forwards the message when appropriate. It is exactly the same algorithm as the initial network setup or the CPEQ's cluster configuration discussed in section 3.13. However, when a sensor node, not a SINK or MDC, receives a BEACON message, it first checks the MDC's signal strength $SS$ before performing any routing updates. An example of the cluster configuration step is depicted in Figure 4.3.

Route Maintenance and Handoff

Each mobile data collector broadcasts a BEACON message periodically at every $T_b$ seconds. The BEACON packet contains the MDC $ID$, a time to live $TTL$, and a hop level $h$. Figure 4.5 depicts the flow chart for a node that receives a BEACON message. The entire process of routing updates is described in Figure 4.4.

As shown in Figure 4.3(a), we specify a reception threshold $Rx_{thresh}$ based on the communication range $R$ of the node. Based on the signal strength, the node will react according to the following rules:

(1) if $(SS \geq Rx_{thresh})$: the node is receiving strong signal from the MDC. After that, the node detects if the sender of the BEACON is its current MDC (based on MDC $ID$ and MDC $ID_{curr}$):
Figure 4.4: An example of the MDC/CPEQ protocol in action.

(1.a) \((\text{MDC ID} = \text{MDC ID}_{\text{curr}})\): the BEACON was sent from the node’s current MDC, thereby the node does not need to perform any routing changes. It will only update \((SS_{\text{curr}} = SS)\), in which \(SS_{\text{curr}}\) represents the most up-to-date signal strength received from its current MDC, and \(SS\) is the signal strength measured from the received BEACON message. The \(SS_{\text{curr}}\) value is kept by the node and it will be used when replying to nodes that might request a route to an MDC;

(1.b) \((\text{MDC ID} \neq \text{MDC ID}_{\text{curr}})\): if the beacon was sent from a different MDC, the node silently drops the packet because it is already in a cluster. In case the
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the action taken after a BEACON is received

node does not belong to any cluster, i.e., by checking if \((h_m == -1)\), or in
the case the node already belongs to a cluster but \((h_m > h)\), which means
that there is a shorter path to an MDC, the node joins the MDC’s cluster
by updating its routing table and state variables as describe in Figure 4.5.
Thereafter, the node broadcasts a CLU_CFG message to its neighbors if \(TTL\)
has not reached 0. Figure 4.4(b) and 4.4(c) show an example of this case.
Note that node C has a route to the MDC, but it receives a beacon from
the MDC. Node C will update its routing information.

(2) if \(SS < Rx\_{thresh}\): the node is within the communication range of an MDC, but
the signal strength is below the allowed threshold. This can have two meanings:
the MDC is moving away from the node; or the MDC has just entered the node’s
communication range. Therefore, the node must find out the context of this BEA­
CON message:

(2.a) \(MDC\ ID == MDC\ ID\_{curr}\): the originator of the beacon was the node’s cur­
rent MDC, but the node is receiving low signal strength. Therefore, the node must update its routing information and start looking for another MDC. The node removes the routing entry for that MDC and updates its parameters. Usually, if the MDC is moving out of the node’s range, the node will probably find out that a neighbor has a route to that same MDC. The process of finding another route to an MDC is initiated by the node broadcasting a Low Signal Strength message LSS. An LSS message also informs other nodes that its originator node does not have a route to that specific MDC anymore. The LSS message is sent only after there is a change in the node’s routing information. For an illustration of this process, check Figure 4.4(b) and 4.4(c), in which nodes A and B receives a beacon with low signal strength. Thus, nodes A and B broadcast an LSS message to search for another MDC and also to inform their neighbors that they have lost their routes to the MDC;

\[(2.b) \quad (MDC \ ID \neq MDC \ ID_{curr}):\] a beacon with low signal strength was sent from a different MDC than the node’s current one, thereby no routing maintenance is necessary. The node silently drops the packet.

After a sensor node receives a BEACON message, it might send a CLU_CFG message (see rule (1.b)). A sensor node that receives a CLU_CFG message decides whether to join the cluster, as depicted in Figure 4.6. For that, the node will check if it already belongs to a cluster or if it only needs to update its routing information. The sensor node is able to determine what to do next by checking its hop level \(h_m\) according to the following rules:

\[(3) \quad \text{if } (h_m == -1):\] the node does not have any MDC in its routing table, thereby it joins the cluster and creates an entry by setting up the address of the CLU_CFG message originator as the destination to the MDC in its routing table. This case is depicted in Figure 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). Node C broadcasts a CLU_CFG message
Figure 4.6: Flow chart of the action taken after a CLU_CFG message is received and its neighbors join the cluster:

(4) if \((\text{hop}_m > h)\): the node has a route to an MDC, but there is a shorter path to reach the same or another MDC. The sensor node updates its routing information and its parameters. Thereafter, the node forwards CLU_CFG if \(TTL\) has not reached 0;

(5) Otherwise: the node has already the shortest path to an MDC. It silently drops the packet.

When a BEACON is received and the measured signal strength (SS) is below the reception threshold \(R_{\text{thresh}}\), the sensor node might broadcast a \textit{Low Signal Strength} (LSS) notification (see rule (2.a)). When a sensor node receives a BEACON message, it sets a timeout timer \(T_{\text{beacon}}\) for receiving the next BEACON. If this timeout expires, the sensor node need to find another route by sending an LSS message. Upon receiving an LSS message, the node verifies if the source node is in its routing table as a destination to reach an MDC, so as to decide if it should update its routing information, as shown in Figure 4.7, according to the following rules:

(6) if \((\text{Next hop} = \text{LSS}_{\text{src}})\): the node checks its routing table and realizes that the LSS source is a route to the MDC, i.e., the route the node was using to reach
Figure 4.7: Flow chart of the action taken after an LSS message is received

an MDC in no longer valid. In this case, the node must update its routing table by removing the entry and resetting its parameters according to Figure 4.7. For instance, the nodes A and B broadcasted an LSS message in Figure 4.4(c), and the nodes that were using A and B to forward data to the MDC must update their routing information.

(7) if \((\text{Next}_\text{hop} == -1)\): the node does not have an entry in its routing table that leads to an MDC. Therefore, it silently drops the packet;

(8) Otherwise: the node does have an entry in its routing table that leads to an MDC. In this case, the node replies with an LSS_REPLY message to the LSS source node. When the node receives an LSS_REPLY, it will retrieve and add the source address as a route to a new MDC in its routing table. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.4(d) and 4.4(e), in which node D replies to node C and a new link is built.

An LSS packet carries the ID of the MDC that originated the BEACON, thereby if the same MDC receives an LSS it will not reply in order to avoid message loops.
Data Transmission

As discussed earlier, we use a hybrid approach in which data can be relayed to a mobile data collector as well as to a static sink. We focus in delay-sensitive applications that require fast response time and reliability. If only MDCs were used, a sensor node would have to buffer its sensed data until an MDC was nearby, thereby introducing high packet delivery delay. Another solution would be the creation and maintenance of routes to an MDC, even if it goes far away from the source node. This unscalable approach would generate high message overhead because several nodes would have to update their routing information frequently. In our solution, if a sensor node turns to be out of the “cluster’s range”, i.e., if its hop level $h_m > TTL$ after an MDCs move, it must remove the route to the MDC from its routing table. This way, our approach does not leave a “bread crumb trail” while an MDC moves along its path. Hence, future route changes are not disseminated through a large number of nodes, but kept locally to a cluster.

Each sensor node holds two hop levels: $h_m$, that represents the hop level regarding an MDC; and $h_s$, the hop level with respect to the static sink. When a node has a DATA packet ready to be transmitted, either received from another node or generated by the node itself, it decides what route should be used. This decision is based on the hop level. In the current version of the MDC/PEQ protocol, a sensor node chooses the route with the smallest hop level, or it chooses the static sink as its destination if $h_m = h_s$. For instance, suppose that the sensor node A has DATA to transmit and does not belong to any cluster. The node A checks its hop levels and finds out that it does not have a hop level entry to an MDC. Hence, the node uses the route to the sink in order to relay its DATA. If an intermediate sensor node has a route to an MDC, it will forward DATA through the route leading to its MDC. By this, DATA coming from distant nodes that do not belong to any cluster might be intercepted by a node that belongs to a cluster in its way to the sink. The intercepted data will be forwarded to the nearest MDC. This approach contributes to the main objectives of the protocol: to reduce delay and relief the burden of the nodes closer to the sink. In addition, after receiving DATA packets,
mobile data collectors may collaborate among them, in an ad-hoc fashion, in order to relay data to another entity that can be the sink itself. For instance, in our application scenario, MDCs are carried by emergency responders who visualize the sensed data in an augmented reality system. Therefore, data is immediately processed at the MDCs, and do not need to be relayed to a higher tier. However, some information must be relayed such as position of emergency responders, thereby members of the team can be aware of teammate locations. We plan to study the impact of adding another tier in our protocol, such as forwarding data from MDCs to the sink using another network besides the WSN.

4.3.3 Performance Evaluation

Simulation Scenario and Metrics

In order to evaluate and validate the performance of the proposed solution for mobile data gathering in wireless sensor networks, we have implemented our MDC/PEQ protocol and carried out an extensive set of NS-2 [87] simulations. We have scattered 100 sensor nodes across an area of 150x150m. We consider a dense and connected network, i.e., all sensor nodes are able to deliver data to a static sink. Future work will include the evaluation of our schemes under a partitioned network and topologies with different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes (N)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation area (A)</td>
<td>150x150m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless radio range (R)</td>
<td>25m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of source nodes</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source node data rate</td>
<td>2pkts/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon expiration timer (T_{beacon})</td>
<td>700ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MDCs</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDCs velocity</td>
<td>5m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACON rate</td>
<td>2 beacon/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-to-live (TTL)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max network delay (jitter)</td>
<td>50ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>34.8Kbits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>32Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA packet size</td>
<td>64Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01488W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX power dissipation</td>
<td>0.01250W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle power dissipation</td>
<td>0.0W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception threshold (R_{thresh})</td>
<td>2.53789e-08W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns-2 RXThresh. (for R=25m)</td>
<td>1.62425e-08W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters.
node densities. The sink node is positioned at the border of the simulation area. All nodes have radio range of $R=25\text{m}$. We have set the reception threshold $Rx_{\text{thresh}}$ in order to achieve a maximum reception distance of 20m without any obstruction. The power dissipation of idle periods was set to zero to evaluate the energy consumption from the different approaches because idle time dissipation dominates the simulation and it would be difficult to compare the results. The number of data source nodes is set to 50, and they are chosen randomly from the sensor field. Each source node generates 2 packets per second during the entire simulation. The packet size is 32 bytes for all types of messages except DATA packets, which are set to 64 bytes. When not specified in the graph, the number of MDCs is set to 5 and $TTL=2$. In our future research, we will investigate the impact of different values for the $TTL$ parameter and the percentage of MDCs. Each MDC sends 2 BEACON packets per second and moves at a speed of $5\text{m/s}$ (when not specified). The sensor node parameters are reset in the beginning of the simulation such as $h_m = -1$, $h = -1$, MDC $ID_{\text{curr}} = -1$, and the nodes start the simulation with empty routing tables. A summary of our simulation parameters is shown in Table 4.3.3. The performance evaluation of MDC/CPEQ considers different aspects, but focusing packet delay, energy consumption, and traffic load near the sink. The metrics used were:

- Average packet delivery delay: the end-to-end packet delay measured from the source node to the destination (sink or MDC);
- Average packet delivery ratio: the ratio of packets received successfully at the sink or MDCs;
- Average energy consumption: the energy dissipated per node;
- Average transmissions per node: to evaluate the transmission overhead of our protocol;
- Number of hops traversed: it indicates the percentage of DATA packets that traversed a specific number of hops.
Table 4.2: Summary of simulation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobility Model</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Energy (mW)</th>
<th>Route changes</th>
<th>Msg Overhead</th>
<th>TX per node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Walk</td>
<td>119.54</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRMM</td>
<td>128.54</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No mob. PEQ only</td>
<td>220.70</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation Results

The first part of our experiments shows the performance of our scheme over the simulation time. The results were extracted for a specific time period over the number of generated packets during the same period. For instance, we measure the metrics every 5 seconds and compute the mean over the packets generated during these 5 seconds. We believe that evaluating the performance over time can demonstrate the dynamics of our proposed protocol and detect drastic fluctuations in the observed metric effectively. We focus on real-time monitoring applications and such fluctuations in delay, for instance, can compromise the validity of an event if it is delivered too late. A simple mean over the entire simulation time would hide such fluctuations. A summary of the experimental results is shown in Table 2. 100 sensor nodes, 5 MDCs, an 1 sink are used. The MDCs move at 5m/s. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the introduction of MDCs almost halved packet delivery latency. The reason can be clarified in Figure 4.9(a) that shows that the number of packets that traverse only a few hops is significantly increased when compared to the PEQ protocol. In PEQ, the distant source nodes have to relay data through several hops, thereby contributing to an increase of packet collisions and losses. The percentage of packets delivered to the MDCs and to the sink is depicted in Figure 4.9(b), in which MDCs are responsible for almost 80% of the received packets and the sink receives only 12-15% of the transmitted packets (considering packet losses), thereby confirming our expectations about reducing the problem of static data aggregation points. There is little difference in MDC/PEQ's performance between the two motion patterns considered here. When simulated with the BRMM model, the MDCs move out of the sensor nodes' range more frequently than with the Random Walk model. This induces more route
changes and message overhead. In the Random Walk model, we observed that MDCs tend to perform several movement changes but without going too far away from their initial position during a certain time period.

The performance of the MDC/PEQ protocol with respect to packet delivery success is depicted in Figure 4.10. The MDC/PEQ approach performed better than the static solution (PEQ) mainly because it reduces the number of hops traversed by data packets. This implies less traffic and, consequently, it reduces congestion and contention periods.

In the Random Walk mobility model, the MDC/PEQ protocol showed even better results due to the fact that, in average, the MDCs stay longer within a node's range, thereby
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Figure 4.10: Average packet delivery ratio as a function of time

requiring less route changes. The reader can observe in Figure 4.10 that the delivery ratio performance of the MDC/PEQ approach has contrasting results. As can be seen, performance sometimes dropped below 70% of success ratio. This is mainly due to the nodes reacting to the BEACON messages in order to update their routes. High contention periods and collisions are observed when nodes have DATA, CLU.CFG, and LSS messages to transmit at the same time and in the same area. However, the overall performance of packet delivery ratio is improved from 86% to above 90%.

The energy consumption is one of the crucial concerns regarding wireless sensor networks because some application scenarios make it impossible or unfeasible to replace sensor node's batteries periodically. Figure 4.11 shows the power consumption per node over time. It can be seen that MDC/PEQ introduces little or no overhead. When the MDCs send BEACON messages and move thought the sensor network area, the nodes will generate a significant number of configuration messages in order to update their routing tables. However, the reduction in the number of hops a data packet must traverse in order to reach its destination (sink or MDC) brought by the MDC/PEQ protocol helps decreasing energy consumption drastically. At the end we have a slightly better performance in energy savings.

In this second set of simulation experiments, we aim at evaluating the scalability of
MDC/PEQ considering the same simulation parameters discussed earlier, but varying the number of MDCs and their speed. Hence, the MDCs send BEACON packets at a rate of 2 per second. 50 sensor nodes are randomly selected to produce data at a rate of 2 packets per second, and the BRMM mobility model was used. As can be seen in Figure 4.12(a), the introduction of only a single MDC in the sensor field has helped reducing the average packet delivery delay. When more MDCs are deployed, lower delays are achieved. This is due basically to the impact of reducing the number of hops a data packet traverses to reach the destination. In addition, it also increases the probability of a data packet being intercepted by a cluster and not forwarded to the sink. This also helps alleviating the problem of high traffic load in the sink’s neighborhood. The increase in the speed of the MDCs has caused a noticeable effect on the packet delay. A packet that was in route to an MDC is redirected to the sink if the node has lost its routing entry to an MDC. When it is moving faster, an MDC induces more route changes. Therefore, more data packets are redirected to the sink. But it does not mean they will reach the sink, because another cluster might intercept the packet on its way.

The increase in the number of MDCs shows a positive impact on the delivery ratio, as depicted in Figure 4.12(b). However, the delivery ratio is affected by the speed of MDCs. For instance, when the MDCs move at 10m/s, the delivery ratio drops to below 80%.
This is due to the fact that route updates happen more frequently. In addition, packet losses between route changes are more frequent when nodes move faster. Basically, a node sets a beacon timeout timer after it receives a BEACON message. If the MDC moved out of range and the node could not hear the BEACON message, the node will wait until the timer expires. We have noticed some packet losses during this period. A possible solution would be increasing the MDC’s BEACON rate according to its speed.

Another important metric that assists us clarifying the performance of the MDC/PEQ protocol is the number of route changes per BEACON, as shown in Figure 4.13. We have fixed the number of MDCs to 5 with varying speeds from 1 to 10m/s. Figure 4.13(a)
Figure 4.14: Energy dissipation per node as a function of number of MDCs

confirms that increasing the speed will induce more route changes per BEACON because an MDC visits more nodes when moving faster, and the nodes will update their routing information more frequently. Similar results can be seen in Figure 4.13(b), but this time with respect to message overhead. The same applies here: as we increase the speed, the visiting period of the MDCs will be shorter, thereby inducing more messages in order to reconfigure the routes. Finally, Figure 4.14 confirms that higher speeds induce more route changes that affect negatively the energy consumption because more messages are exchanged in order to find alternate routes and to update routing tables.

4.4 Summary

In recent years, wireless sensor networks have been showing their important role in a variety of applications that require fast response such as battlefield and hostile environment surveillance, emergency preparedness, etc. However, most solutions are focused in static sensor nodes and sinks. It has already been shown in the literature that static sinks perform poorly in terms of network lifetime and delivery delay. Furthermore, most techniques that employ mobile sinks deal with the problem of collecting data in non-delay-sensitive scenarios. In this chapter, we have considered the problem of deploying mobile data collectors in order to alleviate the high traffic load and resulting bottle-
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neck in a sink’s vicinity caused by static approaches. We have discussed our proposed MDC/PEQ protocol and demonstrated its contributions to reducing packet delivery delay and increasing reliability with little or no overhead. Our mobile data collector strategy is responsible for reducing the number of hops that a data packet must traverse. This has a significant impact on all metrics evaluated. The experimental results confirm that the introduction of mobile data collectors in wireless sensor networks reduces the bottleneck at the nodes closer to the sink and almost halves packet delivery delay. We believe that emergency preparedness applications or other delay-sensitive systems can benefit from the contributions of the MDC/PEQ scheme.
Chapter 5

Interactive Multimedia Streaming over Wireless Networks

5.1 Introduction

Audio and video communication over the Internet has boosted a number of interesting applications ranging from entertainment to robust video conferences and video surveillance over the Internet. The provision of such services over wired networks poses significant challenges. These challenges are intensified when wireless networks are considered due to the volatile characteristics of wireless channels [103]. Wireless networks show limited and time varying bandwidth, usually suffer from higher delays due to the multi-hop communication pattern and handoff mechanisms, high burst error rates and interference that cause packet losses.

Multimedia can be classified into two categories: non-interactive and interactive. Non-interactive multimedia is usually linear, i.e., the playback of this type of multimedia follows a predefined sequence of frames, and continuous. Examples of non-interactive multimedia includes video presentations, music, etc. Interactive multimedia, on the other hand, allows the user to control the progress of media or the navigation. There are two types of interactive multimedia: one that allows the user to control the playback,
i.e., VCR functions, on linear and continuous media; and the other one in which the user can change the view or navigate within a non-linear media in real-time, e.g., 3D virtual environments, virtual reality, augmented reality, etc.

This chapter is focused in presenting the design, analysis, and simulation experiments of a non-linear interactive multimedia streaming strategy for wireless multimedia and sensor networks. To this end, an a streaming protocol is proposed as well as a buffering mechanism to support the requirements of bandwidth-demanding multimedia systems. A rate control scheme that uses an existing loss differentiation algorithm is devised. The main goal of the rate control is to achieve high end-to-end throughput and low frame rate fluctuation in order to adapt the data rate to the frequent changes of the bandwidth and error rate present in wireless networks. Lastly, the performance and feasibility of the protocols are evaluated through a round of simulation experiments.

5.2 Background Information

5.2.1 Quality of Service Issues for Multimedia Streaming

The past years have seen a growing interest in continuous media streaming research. Voice over IP (VoIP) and video streaming have been dominating research efforts in this field. Most of the work found in the literature focus on providing guaranteed network delay bounds for multimedia traffic. The objective of video streaming research is to come up with reliable delivery of high-quality video over the Internet and wireless networks while guaranteeing network delay bounds when dealing with unknown and dynamic loss rate, available bandwidth, and delay jitter.

Recovering Packet Losses - Error Control

Packet losses in traditional wired networks are affected mainly by congestion. On the other hand, wireless channels are typically affected by bit errors due to interferences.
The streaming of compressed video is highly sensitive to packet losses in the sense that a single packet loss can affect the video decoding negatively. The challenge lies in how to protect the video from packet losses. There are several error control for image and video frame transmission in the literature. There are basically three forms of error control: forward error correction (FEC), retransmission, and error-resilient video coding.

- **Forward Error Correction - FEC**: The key idea is to add redundant data that can be used to recover from errors. For example, in order to protect the transmission of a JPEG2000 image, the server can duplicate the parts of the image, *e.g.*, the headers, that can affect the quality of the decoding at the client side. The drawback of the FEC approach is the overhead introduced, since redundant data will be transmitted even when there are no losses.

- **Retransmission**: In this category, the receiver notifies the sender about which packets were lost, and this the sender retransmit the lost packets. No extra overhead is introduced, but the drawback is additional delay, thereby limiting its use to non-delay-sensitive applications. Audio and video conference, for instance, requires low latency in order to provide a quality service.

- **Error-resilient video encoding**: This approach consists mainly in recovering from loss of bitstream synchronization to avoid error spreading. Markers are added to the code-stream to allow the decoder to continue decoding the video when packet are lost.

**Dynamic Bandwidth Availability**

Another important issue to be solved is the problem of available bandwidth. Video streaming requires high-bandwidth. Thus, the video streaming solutions should maximize the bandwidth utilization, otherwise the quality of the stream will be affected. Therefore, there has been several research efforts to solve the problem of rate control, *e.g.*, RAP [96], VTP [122], TFRC [45, 46], among others [34, 72, 97]. For instance, the
solution presented in [1] discusses a streaming media congestion protocol that uses a bandwidth estimation scheme to adapt the rate properly.

Delay and Jitter

Multimedia streaming are also affected by latency fluctuations (jitter). The receiver has meet certain video frame decoding deadlines. For instance, late video frames can produce interruptions or flickering in video playback. Video data is continuous and the server must stream a certain number of video frames in sequence to the remote client, which will in turn play back these frames in sequence. This characteristic makes it possible to use buffers to avoid jitter during playback. The use of video buffers allows the client to absorb more jitter in order to provide a smooth playback experience. However, this solution introduces an initial delay, e.g., filling the buffer, before starting the video playback.

5.2.2 Rate Control over Wireless Networks

The Transport Control Protocol (TCP) [99] is the most employed transport protocol in the Internet. TCP has been developed for reliable data transfer over wired environments. However, it is not suitable for real-time multimedia traffic because of its retransmission and congestion control mechanisms. The rate control of TCP is based on the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm [62], in which the flows adjust their rate to a value that is calculated from the current rate plus a fixed amount, whenever a feedback mechanism indicates network congestion. In addition, TCP performs a fast recovery from congestion situations by halving the transmission rate. This halving characteristic affects the TCP flow's throughput stability, delivering unstable traffic, which is unsuitable for continuous media streaming. Furthermore, the retransmission mechanism employed by TCP introduces unacceptable delay and jitter, thereby affecting real-time streaming flows negatively.

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is mainly used to support multimedia streaming
flows. UDP does not use any rate control mechanism. Thus, the rate control must be implemented at higher layers of the protocol stack. The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [98] and its control protocol (RTCP) provide a framework to end-to-end network transport services suitable for continuous multimedia applications, such as VoIP and video streaming. RTP does not guarantee any QoS requirement and assume that the network is unreliable and packets may be delayed. RTCP monitors and provides for minimal feedback about the quality of service about the participating sessions. However, RTCP is based on periodic transmission of control packets to all parties involved in the communication. In wireless networks, such periodic feedback may not perform efficiently because wireless channel services are highly dynamic regarding bandwidth, packet losses, and delay. Therefore, RTCP may deliver delayed feedback and the application will be unable to adapt the rate on time.

One of the most popular rate control schemes over wired networks is the TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [45, 46]. TFRC does not cause network instability; rather, it avoids congestion collapse and is fair to TCP flows, which are the dominant traffic on the Internet. TFRC shows low rate fluctuation, which is important for ensuring that video quality remains consistent in streaming applications. However, rate control over wireless links is still an issue that is open to debate. The main goal of a rate control protocol is to reduce the sending rate in the presence of packet losses in the network. However, in a wireless channel, packets can be lost due to congestion or due to wireless link problems. Wireless losses can be caused by channel fading, signal collision or interferences. Since the wireless losses are not related to the network congestion, the solutions for wired networks cannot be directly applied to the wireless scenario since they are unable to distinguish between dropped packets due to link congestion and dropped packets at the physical layer, which are due to channel errors. When packets are dropped, the sender reduces the data rate, even if the drop is due to wireless error, thereby impacting streaming performance. If a packet loss is classified as a wireless loss, the congestion control mechanism does not need to reduce the data rate. Therefore, the main challenge
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in providing an effective rate control over wireless links lies in how to differentiate the cause of a packet loss.

5.2.3 Loss Differentiation Algorithms (LDAs)

Several LDA schemes have been proposed in the literature recently. The Biaz [10] and mBiaz [20] algorithms use packet inter-arrival time at the receiver to classify losses. The Statistical Packet Loss Discrimination (SPLD) algorithm [90] is based on the statistical value of inter-arrival times of received packets. The Spike mechanism [20] and the Packet Loss Classification (PLC) [58] use predefined thresholds on relative one-way trip time (ROTT) to differentiate losses. The ZigZag scheme [20] classifies losses based on the mean and deviation of ROTT. The ZBS algorithm [20] is a hybrid approach that switches among the Biaz, mBiaz, ZigZag and Spike schemes. The Trend-and-Loss-Density-based (TD) approach [29] uses the trend of the ROTT curve and the loss density to discriminate losses.

The Biaz Algorithm

The Biaz scheme [10] utilizes the packet inter-arrival time in order to classify packet losses. Considering that the bottleneck is the wireless segment of a wireless-last-hop topology, the packet inter-arrival time at the receiver will be constant $T$ when no packet is lost. If:

$$(n + 1)T_{\text{min}} < T_i < (n + 2)T_{\text{min}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

is satisfied, where $n$ is the number of consecutive packet losses, $T_i$ is the instantaneous packet inter-arrival time of the first packet received after the a packet is lost, and $T_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum packet inter-arrival time observed so far, then these $n$ packet losses are classified as losses due to wireless problems. Otherwise, they are classified as losses due to congestion.
A drawback of the Biaz scheme is that it only works well in a wireless-last-hop scenario in which the wireless segment is the bottleneck link. Another drawback is that it can classify losses properly only when a single flow exists on the network segment considered.

**The mBiaz Scheme**

The mBiaz scheme [20] is a variant of the Biaz algorithm. The difference is that it makes a slight change in the upper boundary. Similar to Biaz, if:

\[(n + 1)T_{\text{min}} < T_i < (n + 1.25)T_{\text{min}}\]  

is satisfied, where \(n\) is the number of consecutive packet losses, \(T_i\) is the instantaneous packet inter-arrival time of the first packet received after the a packet is lost, and \(T_{\text{min}}\) is the minimum packet inter-arrival time observed so far, then \(n\) packets are classified as losses due to wireless link errors. Otherwise, they are classified as losses due to congestion.

**Statistical Packet Loss Discrimination (SPLD)**

The SPLD mechanism [90] is shown in Similar to Biaz and mBiaz, it uses the packet inter-arrival time to discriminate the losses. In addition, the SPLD scheme fills the gap left by Biaz and mBiaz regarding multiple flows on the same link. It shows lower misclassification rates than Biaz and mBiaz. The SPLD scheme uses the stable average inter-arrival time \(T_{\text{stable}}\) to classify the loss type, whereas the Biaz and mBiaz schemes are based on the minimum packet inter-arrival time observed so far \(T_{\text{min}}\).

Basically, upon the reception of a packet, the packet monitoring module will check its sequence number to detect any gaps. If no loss is found, the statistic manager module updates the stable average inter-arrival time \(T_{\text{stable}}\), which is updated according to:

\[T_{\text{stable}} = (1 - \alpha) \times T_{\text{stable}} + \alpha \times T_i\]  

(5.3)
where $\alpha = 1/32$ and $T_i$ is the instantaneous packet inter-arrival time. On the other hand, if there was a packet loss, the loss discriminator module will classify it according to the current average inter-arrival time $T_{\text{cur}}$, where $T_{\text{cur}} = \frac{T_i}{n}$, and $n$ is the number of dropped packets. If $T_{\text{cur}} \geq T_{\text{stable}}$, the packet losses are classified and due to wireless problems. Otherwise, they are assumed to be losses due to congestion.

The Spike Algorithm

The Spike algorithm [20] classifies the losses according to the relative one-way trip time (ROTT). Basically, if the link is not in the spike state and the current ROTT is larger than $\text{spike\_start}$, where $\text{spike\_start} = \text{rott}_{\text{min}} + \alpha \ast (\text{rott}_{\text{max}} - \text{rott}_{\text{min}})$, the scheme enters the spike state. Otherwise, if the connection is currently in the spike state, and the current ROTT is less than $\text{spike\_end}$, where $\text{spike\_end} = \text{rott}_{\text{min}} + \beta \ast (\text{rott}_{\text{max}} - \text{rott}_{\text{min}})$, then the link leaves the spike state.

Furthermore, the receiver classifies the losses based on the current state of the link. If the packet loss happens during a the spike state period, it will be classified as congestion loss; otherwise, it will be classified as wireless loss.

Packet Loss Classification (PLC)

The PLC scheme [58], similarly to Spike, differentiates the wireless losses from congestion losses according to the relative one-way trip time (ROTT). When the receiver detects gaps in the sequence numbers, it will check the ROTT of the received packet. If $\text{ROTT} < \text{spike\_end}$, the losses are assumed to be wireless losses. If $\text{ROTT} > \text{spike\_start}$, the losses are classified as congestion losses.

For the $\text{ROTT}$ between $\text{spike\_end}$ and $\text{spike\_start}$, a trend detection algorithm to classify the loss type is based on:

$$S_{\text{f}} = (1 - \gamma)S_{\text{f}} + \gamma I(\text{ROTT}_i > \text{ROTT}_{i-1})$$ (5.4)
where $ROTT_i$ is the $ROTT$ of the $i^{th}$ packet. $I(X) = 1$ if $X$ is valid, otherwise it is 0. The constant $\gamma$ is the smoothing factor. If there is a strong decreasing trend, $S_f$ will approach 0. If there is a strong increasing trend, $S_f$ will approach 1. A threshold is defined as $S_{th}$. If $S_f > S_{th}$, the packet loss is assumed to be congestion loss. Otherwise, the packet loss is classified as wireless loss.

The ZigZag Mechanism

The ZigZag mechanism [20] uses the number of lost packets $n$, $ROTT$, and the mean and deviation of $ROTT$ in order to classify losses according to:

$$rott_{mean} = (1 - \alpha) \cdot rott_{mean} + \alpha \cdot rott$$

$$rott_{dev} = (1 - 2\alpha) \cdot rott_{dev} + 2\alpha \cdot |rott - rott_{mean}|$$

Therefore, a packet loss is assumed to be a wireless loss if:

$$n = 1 \cap rott_i < rott_{mean} - rott_{dev}$$

$$OR(n = 2 \cap rott_i < rott_{mean} - rott_{dev}/2)$$

$$OR(n = 3 \cap rott_i < rott_{mean})$$

$$OR(n > 3 \cap rott_i < rott_{mean} + rott_{dev}/2)$$

Otherwise, it is assumed as congestion loss.

The ZBS Approach

The ZBS algorithm [20] is a hybrid approach in which different LDA schemes are chosen based on whether the bottleneck wireless link is shared or not. When $n$ flows share the bottleneck link, the average packet inter-arrival time $T_{avg}$ will be almost $n \times T_{min}$, where $T_{min}$ is the minimum inter-arrival time, according to:

$$T_{avg} = 0.875 \times T_{avg} + 0.125 \times T_i/n$$
Let $T_{narr} = T_{avg}/T_{min}$. If $rott_i < rott_{min} + 0.05 * T_{min}$, the Spike scheme is used. Otherwise, it selects one of the base algorithms according to the value of $T_{narr}$ instead.

5.3 Problem Statement

5.3.1 Rate Control Over Wireless Links

Rate control is a challenging issue to address in wired and wireless streaming application scenarios. One of the most popular rate control schemes over wired networks is TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC)[45, 46]. TFRC does not cause network instability; rather, it avoids congestion collapse and is fair to TCP flows, which are the dominant traffic on the Internet. TFRC has low rate fluctuation, which is important for ensuring that video quality remains consistent in streaming applications. However, rate control over wireless links is still an issue that is open to debate. The solutions for wired networks cannot be directly applied to the wireless scenario as they are unable to distinguish between dropped packets due to link congestion and dropped packets at the physical layer, which are due to channel errors. When packets are dropped, the sender reduces the packet rate, even if the drop is due to wireless error, thereby impacting streaming performance. A number of approaches have been developed to improve TCP and TFRC over wireless networks [8]. Streaming applications can use Explicit Loss Notification (ELN) together with a Loss Differentiation Algorithm (LDA) in order to notify the sender the reason for which the packet drop is wireless error.

5.3.2 Link Status Feedback

The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [98] and its control protocol (RTCP) provide a framework to end-to-end network transport services suitable for continuous multimedia applications, such as VoIP and video streaming. RTP does not guarantee any QoS requirement and it assumes that the network is unreliable and packets may be delayed.
RTCP monitors the sessions and provides a packet loss assessment of the channel for minimal feedback about the quality of service. However, RTCP is based on periodic transmission of control packets to all parties involved in the communication. In wireless networks, such periodic feedback may not perform efficiently because wireless channel services are highly dynamic regarding bandwidth, packet losses, and delay. Therefore, RTCP may deliver delayed feedback and the application will be unable to adapt the rate on time. Under such high mobility conditions, in which the topology may change more frequently, it would be necessary a higher rate of reports from RTCP. This would yield a significant increase in network traffic.

5.3.3 Unsuitability of Video Streaming Approaches

Continuous media streaming has received much attention in the last years, and several solutions can be found and exciting applications over the Internet are available to end-users. However, audio and video scheduling and buffering solutions cannot be directly applied to remote interactive virtual environment walkthrough systems. A video streaming protocol benefits from the fact that video data is continuous and the server must stream a certain number of video frames in sequence to the remote client, which will in turn play back these frames in sequence. This characteristic makes it possible to use buffers to avoid jitter during playback on the client end since the server "knows" beforehand what data it must stream. The client device is also aware of this information and therefore waits for the frames in sequence. On the other hand, predicting where the virtual user will next move in an interactive multimedia system is not a trivial task. A solution to motion prediction would yield many benefits such as the ability to focus the rendering of a scene to a specific area more quickly and stream the relevant images to the client-end rather than rendering all of the other scenes, which the user might not walk into. Another incompatibility between streaming video and interactive walkthrough scheduling algorithms is that the deadlines of video frames in the scheduler's queue will always be their real deadlines, whereas the deadline for an image for remote interactive
walkthrough may change as the user moves to another position. Therefore, the more distant an image is from the user's position, the lower the priority to send the image because the probability is higher for a change in the user's movement, thereby the probability of certain images being requested may change as the image falls out of the user's motion path. There is only one situation where the same scheduling scheme will show the same efficiency for both video frames and interactive image-based environment frames: when the user moves along a predefined path. This allows the system to perfectly predict the user's future positions, but affects negatively or limits the user's interactive experience. The perfect prediction in a video streaming system can be seen as guaranteeing the frame requests to be served before their deadlines. There are several scheduling strategies such as earliest-deadline-first (EDF), static priorities (SP), and first-come-first-served (FCFS), that can be used for video streaming.

5.3.4 Resource-Constrained Thin Mobile Devices

PDA-based wireless multimedia sensor nodes, such as the Stargate mote [111], have low processing power, small storage resources, and limited and inefficient 3D graphics rendering hardware. Therefore, demanding 3D applications are limited to low-detail virtual environments, thereby keeping potential interactive multimedia applications from being developed. In addition, downloading complex and large-scale virtual environments requires both high bandwidth and storage capacity. The high volume of 3D data and the dynamic nature of bandwidth pose significant challenges to providing smooth interactive navigation on PDA-based mobile devices over wireless networks: a mobile device can hold only a fraction of the entire scene, the 3D rendering engine is not able to process complex scenes in real-time, the bandwidth changes more frequently than it does on wired networks, and the wireless communication channel is highly susceptible to error. Most of the work concerning 3D rendering on mobile devices has been conducted over the OpenGL ES API [48] and is limited to the mobile device graphics hardware performance. Thus, the rendering quality is still at a very low level of detail. The Mobile 3D Graphics
API (M3G), defined in the Java Specification Request (JSR 184) [65], is another industry-effort to create a standard 3D API for Java-enabled thin devices. A possible approach to overcoming these challenges is to render the complex 3D geometry on a graphics workstation server and transmit only images to the remote client, depending on the user’s position in the virtual environment.

5.4 Our Proposed Interactive Streaming Approach

In this section, we present our proposed interactive streaming protocols. The ideas presented here aim at the streaming of interactive image-based scenes. Images will be streamed on demand based on the navigation inputs from the user. The challenges lie in: firstly, how to provide a rich and detailed image-based virtual experience on PDA-based wireless multimedia sensor nodes that are known for their lack of proper resources to process large scale 3D geometric data; and secondly, how to cope with the low resources of wireless sensor networks. We consider that the demanding geometry-rendering task is performed on a dedicated remote rendering graphics station that streams the rendering outputs, e.g., images, to a client, thereby leaving only the displaying and certain minor image-based rendering tasks to the local, less powerful mobile hardware. Unlike video streaming, in which the sequence of video frames is known in advance, non-linear image streaming is not sequential and it depends on the user inputs, e.g., position updates as the user wanders within a virtual environment. Therefore, we concentrate our investigations on non-linear streaming of images.

5.4.1 A Multi-Tier Architecture for Multimedia Sensor Networks

Although the advances in wireless sensor hardware have demonstrated a significant evolution in the last few years, it is still challenging to deploy wireless multimedia sensor networks, mostly due to the high bandwidth requirements of multimedia content. For in-
stance, the state-of-the-art sensor motes offer a maximum nominal data rate of 250kbps, which is low depending on the multimedia quality requirements of the application. In addition, the bandwidth problem is intensified when multi-hop communications are taken into consideration, e.g., wireless sensor networks.

Therefore, we propose a three-tier architecture for multimedia sensor networks that focus the streaming of multimedia content "from outside in". The main idea is the integration of wireless sensor networks and multimedia streaming to enhance one's perception of the environment. For instance, the events detected by a sensor network, e.g., tracking of people or objects and emergency situations like fire or gas leaks, could be integrated into a three-dimension virtual representation of the environment and fed back to a wearable wireless multimedia device, e.g., a head-mounted display or a PDA-based handheld, in order to provide an augmented reality tool for first responders.

The proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1. The wireless sensor network tier comprises the scalar sensor nodes, e.g., Mica motes [80][83], and is responsible for detecting the events and relaying the data to the mobile data collectors or sinks. Due to the constrained resources, this tier performs only scalar event detection and transmission. The second tier represents a hybrid tier that comprises the mobile data collectors and possibly the multimedia-end nodes. The third tier is represented by the sink or multimedia servers that will collect the information from the lower tiers, process the data, and stream the multimedia content to the interested parties.

5.4.2 The Layers of our Multi-tier Architecture

The development of a virtual environment streaming system for wireless multimedia sensor networks requires efforts on multiple layers of the architecture and several challenging issues must be overcome. The following list highlights our solutions for each layer of the architecture.

- **Scalar sensor node tier**: The deployment of a large sensor network involves low-
cost and low-power sensor nodes. Due to their resource constraints, a simple but efficient routing protocol must be developed. If one considers real-time applications, e.g., surveillance or emergency response, the data gathering mechanism should be fault-tolerant and present low latency for data delivery. To this end, we have proposed a set of routing protocols (CPEQ/PEQ) discussed in chapter 3 and a low-latency mobile data gathering scheme (MDC/CPEQ) in chapter 4 designed for delay-sensitive class of applications. Hence, the sensor nodes use the proposed protocols in order to deliver events from the sensor network to mobile collectors or sinks efficiently.

- **Mobile data collector and multimedia tier:** This tier comprises mobile devices capable of communicating with the sensor network tier as well as with the higher tiers. These mobile devices may have two roles in this architecture: they will collect data from the sensor network, process, and relay the data to upper tiers; and they will be the client-end multimedia receivers for the upper tier. The devices can be PDA-class Stargates [111] nodes or other thin mobile devices with two radio interfaces. For the data gathering, the nodes use the MDC/CPEQ approach. For the multimedia part, due to the 3D graphics limitations of mobile
devices, we propose a lightweight streaming solution that basically streams remote 3D rendering outputs to feed an image-based renderer at the client-side that will produce the novel views according to the user position within the environment. Therefore, for the streaming of remote rendering outputs, we propose a complete suite of protocols. From session initiation to buffering, we cover all the necessary components to provide a high quality virtual environment navigation experience over wireless networks. All these mechanisms are discussed along this chapter.

- **Base station - multimedia streaming server tier:** This tier is responsible for subscribing/registering interest on the data that the sensor node tier produces. It is performed through the MDC/CPEQ/PEQ protocols, as discussed earlier. The multimedia role of this tier will be the integration of the events relayed from the sensors into a virtual representation of the environment. This multimedia processing center will render the virtual environment and the results will be streamed to the multimedia clients (that can be the second tier in the architecture or any outside multimedia client that is registered to receive the streams). Thus, a real-time virtual representation of the environment can be explored and any events in the environment will be reflected in the virtual model. To this end, we propose a virtual environment streaming protocol, discussed in this chapter.
5.4.3 Our Proposed Interactive Streaming Protocol (ISP)

The Interactive Streaming Protocol (ISP) is a signaling protocol designed specially for exchanging interactive requests and responses between streaming servers and clients by controlling multiple streaming sessions of image-based virtual environment scenes. Both client and server use the interactive streaming protocol to request an action, reply, or report a link state. The ISP is responsible for the following tasks: locating the streaming server, establishing one or several streaming sessions, requesting the fetching of images from the server, and the termination of a streaming session. The ISP protocol does not deliver the stream of virtual environment scenes itself, but it is rather a component of a multimedia architecture that can be used with other IETF protocols, such as the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) to perform the data delivery.

Basically, a client device initiates a streaming session through an ISP request for SETUP that is sent to the streaming server. The server determines if it can provide the services to a new session through an admission control mechanism. Thereafter, it reserves the necessary resources to the streaming session such as streaming buffers and CPU processing time slots, and delivers the initial information about the 3D environment to the client. Upon the confirmation of the session establishment, the server sends the corresponding shared coordinate system and the initial images to the client. The client can start its navigation in the virtual environment. During the virtual exploration, the client-end sends ISP POS_UPDATE messages that contain the user’s viewpoint coordinates and orientation in order to request new images. The server replies with the corresponding images. There is also a path prediction in which the server attempts to predict the future viewpoints of the user, based on recent POS_UPDATE messages received from the client, and it pre-fetches the corresponding images. If enough bandwidth is available, the server transmits the pre-fetched images in advance, without the client actually requesting them. Finally, at the end of a streaming session, the client-end informs the server to terminate its streaming session (TERMINATE message) and the server releases all the session resources.
The ISP protocol employs the UDP, which has been proved to be very efficient for real-time communication, together with feedback and rate control mechanisms. In order to obtain the reliable signaling, the ISP protocol uses timers and a retransmission mechanism.

Description of ISP’s Packet Header

In this subsection, the accompanying ISP’s header fields are discussed. The header fields specify the integrated information of a protocol message. They keep the ongoing streaming session updated and both client and server synchronized in terms of user’s viewpoint and orientation.

- **ISP-ADDR**: This field defines the address or identification of the streaming server. It is mostly used by a client when searching for a server. Intermediate entities such as proxies or firewalls should be able to forward the ISP messages by means of an ISP-ADDR. If the ISP-ADDR is a host name and a domain, the originator or the proxy can obtain the destination IP address by looking up a DNS database.

- **SRC-ADDR**: It specifies the source of the message.

- **Session-ID**: The Session-ID is enclosed in every message exchanged by the ISP in order to identify the unique streaming session. The Session-ID is local and unique.

- **Command-Seq**: This field specifies a sequence number for each type of ISP message in order to identify and correlate the messages and their respective acknowledgements. This is necessary in the case of a packet is delayed or lost so that the entities can distinguish the relationship between them.

- **Viewpoint**: This field stands for the position of the camera from which the image was rendered. It can be seen as the representation of the user’s position within the virtual environment. It comprises the $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the viewpoint.
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- **Direction**: Represents the orientation of the viewpoint specified by $x$ and $y$. The direction is represented by an angle $\alpha$.

**Types of Messages in ISP**

The ISP protocol exchanges three types of messages: requests, replies and status. A request message is used to request an action, for instance, a client can request to initiate a streaming session with the server. A reply message is employed to respond to a request, for instance, the server can respond to the client's request with an acknowledgment message.

- **SETUP**: This message is used by a client to establish a streaming session. If the server accepts the SETUP request, an acknowledgment message is sent. If the server rejects the SETUP request, an error message is sent back to the client, *e.g.*, "400 client error" or "500 server error".

- **POSUPDATE**: This message is used to keep both client and server synchronized about the user's viewpoint such that the server can fetch or pre-fetch the images that will be necessary for the rendering of new viewpoints as the user moves within the virtual environment. The client sends this message whenever the user moves to a new position. The POSUPDATE messages are used as input to a path prediction mechanism to pre-fetch images before being requested by the client in order to absorb jitter and provide a smooth navigation in the virtual environment.

- **SCENE_INIT**: Just after establishing a session, the client needs the first parameters of the virtual environment. Therefore, the server sends a SCENE_INIT message to initialize the navigation parameters, such as the initial position and orientation, the shared coordinate system the session will use. The SCENE_INIT message is used whenever the user enters a new region of the virtual environment that might have different scene or coordinate parameters, *i.e.*, when the coordinate system needs to be reset.
• **TERMINATE**: This message is used by a client or server whenever a streaming session should be terminated. Thereafter, the server can release all the resources allocated for the session.

• **ACK**: This message is used to acknowledge all request messages. A timer is set when a request is sent and an ACK is expected. If an ACK message does not arrive within the specified period, the request will be retransmitted. The ACK message has the same Command-Seq header as the corresponding request message so that a correlation between them can be made.

**The Dynamics of the ISP Protocol**

This subsection illustrates the dynamics of the ISP protocol by presenting some scenarios that represent the typical actions taken in a session initiation protocol.

The establishment of a streaming session, for instance, starts with a client sending a SETUP message, as depicted in Figure 5.2(a). The client sets the ISP header fields for the SETUP message by assigning the address of the server to ISP-ADDR and it sets the source address field SRC-ADDR with its own address. A unique Session-ID is created at the client and it will be valid until the session terminates. The Command-Seq is set in order to represent the request and its sequence number. After the session is established, the client sends a “200 OK” to notify the server that the initiation process was successful. Thereafter, the server must send the initial parameters about the current virtual environment by sending a SCENE.INIT message. The SCENE.INIT contains the necessary information to start the virtual exploration at the client side. The client acknowledges the SCENE.INIT message and starts the interaction with the virtual scene.

After establishing the session, the user will start exploring the virtual environment. As introduced earlier, the virtual environment is rendered remotely and only the images that correspond to the position and orientation of the user will be streamed to the client on demand. The demand is driven by the current viewpoint of the user. Therefore, as the user moves, additional images must be streamed so that the client’s image-based
rendering mechanism is able to render new views based on the received images. As shown in Figure 5.2(b), the client updates the server with the most recent viewpoint of the user by sending POS_UPDATE messages that carry the actual position coordinates and the orientation angle. Upon receiving a POS_UPDATE message, the server replies with a “200 OK” status message and starts the transmission of the corresponding images. The “200 OK” message will instruct the client that a streaming flow is coming so that the client can prepare the resources for the incoming images, e.g., image buffers, memory, CPU allocation for the image-based rendering, etc. The POS_UPDATE messages can also be used as input to a path prediction scheme such that the server will pre-fetch images to match future positions of the user within the virtual environment. A path prediction mechanism will be discussed later.

Finally, a TERMINATE message is sent when the client or the server needs to close the session, as depicted in Figure 5.2(c). The client sends a TERMINATE message and waits for a reply from the server. The server responds with a “200 OK” that indicates the server will release its resources for that session. The client acknowledges the reply.
and the session is terminated.

5.4.4 An Interactive Image-based Transport Protocol (IITP)

The Image-based Transport Protocol is a combination of some existing protocols for rate adaptation and loss differentiation in wireless networks. The ISP protocol will use the IITP to deliver the data to the requesting clients. In this section, the header format and the rate adaptation schemes adopted by IITP are discussed.

The IITP's Packet Formats

The data packet is shown in Figure 5.3. Its fields are described bellow:

- **PT**: This field specifies the IITP's packet type. The possible values are: 0 if it is an image packet; 1 if it is an ACK packet; 2 if it is a viewpoint update.

- **Direction**: Specifies the direction of the viewpoint, in degrees, based on Cartesian Plane for the image acquired by the rendering process. The direction of a viewpoint is captured from the virtual camera parameters. Both client and server must share a common coordinate system.

- **X and Y coordinates**: These fields specify the position of the camera from which the image was rendered. It is the representation of the user's position on the virtual environment. Along with the direction field, the X and Y coordinates have to be transmitted to the client device in order to allow the application to match the received image to the user's viewpoint.

- **Timestamp**: The timestamp indicates when the packet is sent. It is used to calculate round trip times, useful for the rate control mechanism that is described in section 5.4.4.
• **Sequence number**: A sequence number is used in order to keep track of dropped packets by checking gaps in the sequence and in order to create a relation between packet and acknowledgement. It is also useful for defragmentation.

• **Data**: Carries the actual image data.

We must also specify an acknowledgement packet header format to our interactive streaming protocol because UDP does not provide any kind of reliable communication. The ACK packet will be used to inform the sender about dropped packets and the rate at which the client is receiving data. The ACK header format is depicted in Figure 5.4. Its fields are described below.

• **PT**: This field must be set to 1 in order to conform with the proposed protocol.

• **CLN**: This bit flag means Congestion Loss Notification. This field will be used by the rate control algorithm to notify the sender about potential dropped packets due to congestion. The sender will reduce the transmission rate if congestion has been detected.

• **Reserved**: This field is reserved for future updates to the protocol.

• **GAPr**: It is the time from the moment the receiver received the first packet to the moment it received the last packet of an image. This information will be used by the sender to adjust the rate of transmission. The rate control algorithm and its parameters are described in the next section.
• **Sequence number:** The value of the sequence number of the last image fragment received is assigned to the sequence number of the ACK packet in order for the sender be able to relate the image sent to the ACK.

In order to keep the sender updated about the user’s position and direction in the virtual environment, a user’s viewpoint update header format must be specified. This header contains information that is vital for the operation of ISP’s algorithms. As the user moves in the virtual environment, the server needs to update the virtual camera’s position and direction in order to render the new viewpoint and stream the image back to the client. The ISP’s viewpoint update packet is shown in Figure 5.5. A brief description of its fields is provided below.

- **PT:** This packet’s type must be set to 2 in order to comply with ISP’s protocol.

- **Direction:** This field carries the direction of the user’s viewpoint.

- **X and Y coordinates:** These are the coordinates of the user’s position.

- **Timestamp:** Is used to avoid late updates, destroying the consistency between the user’s virtual environment and the remote server’s virtual environment until the next update is received.
IITP’s Congestion Control

The UDP protocol does not provide any form of reliable transmission. Therefore, a congestion control and a feedback mechanism must be used in IITP. Thus, we propose the Gap-based Adaptation Protocol (GAP), which is a rate adaptation that works together with a loss differentiation algorithm called Spike [20], that monitors the relative one way trip time (ROTT) constantly and is able to distinguish wireless errors from congestion losses. Hence, wireless losses will not be counted when computing the GAP’s rate adaptation, thereby increasing the bandwidth utilization rate by avoiding that data rate is decreased due to wireless losses. We have chosen Spike based on its performance results that indicate the highest bandwidth utilization and lowest loss misclassification rates among the LDAs studied, as depicted in Figure 5.6. Please refer to section 5.2.3 for more information on Spike and other related loss differentiation algorithms.

The sender keeps track of the time it took to deliver consecutive images. This time will be the sent gap \( (GAP_s) \). Upon receiving an image, the receiver calculates the time between the arrival of consecutive images. This is the received gap \( (GAP_r) \); it is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The receiver then sends an acknowledgement message to the sender in order to inform the \( GAP_r \).

The sender receives the ACK packet and compares the received \( GAP_r \) to its own
Figure 5.7: Sent gap and received gap.

\( GAP_s \). If \( GAP_r \) is greater than \( GAP_s \), the sender is probably transmitting more data than the receiver can handle; this is most likely due to congestion. The sender therefore reduces its transmission rate to the received rate according to:

\[
I = I \times \frac{GAP_r}{GAP_s} \times \beta, \beta >= 1.0
\]  

(5.12)

where \( I \) is the time interval for sending consecutive packets and \( \beta \) is a constant used to fine-tune the rate control mechanism. If \( GAP_r \) is less than or equal to \( GAP_s \), the sender continues increasing the transmission according to:

\[
I = I \times \delta, \delta < 1.0
\]  

(5.13)

until \( GAP_r \) is greater then \( GAP_s \). \( \delta \) is a constant to fine-tune the increasing step. In our experiments, \( \delta \) is set to 0.95. The receiver also notifies the sender about any dropped packets that were due to congestion by setting the CLN bit flag in the ACK header. The decision to set this bit is based on the spike state of the link. The Spike algorithm detects if the link is in the spike state, and if so, the CLN bit is set, forcing the sender to reduce the rate and avoiding queue buildsups and congestions. Upon receiving an ACK packet with the CLN bit on, the sender must reduce its transmission rate using equation 5.12 but with \( \beta > 1 \). We used \( \beta = 1.10 \) in our simulation experiments in order to decrease the sending rate by additional 10% of the usual rate adaptation \( \frac{GAP_r}{GAP_s} \). The Spike algorithm will also detect when the link has left the spike state and the CLN bit is not set for the next acknowledgment packet.
5.5 Background Information on Image-Based Rendering

5.5.1 Image-based Rendering Model

Generally, realistic 3D models are complex data structures resulting in large file sizes, restricting low bandwidth network use. In addition, complex models are unsuitable for rendering on low-end thin mobile devices. In image-based model, rendering is performed by the sender, and the resulting images are streamed over the network to the client side, which just performs the displaying task. Also called as Remote Rendering, in which the rendering is performed by the a remote entity, the results are streamed over the network, and the client utilizes those reference images to render novel views according to an image-based rendering algorithm. This model aims at avoiding data starvation at the client by reconstructing novel viewpoints based on reference images available on its cache, while waiting for the remote entity to stream new reference images.

For decades, research on traditional 3D geometry rendering have dominated the literature on graphics rendering [4]. Recently, a new rendering mechanism based on images has been drawing a great deal of attention. Image-Based Rendering (IBR) can render photo-realistic views of the environment and does not depend on scene complexity. IBR techniques combine computer vision and computer graphics algorithms to generate photo-realistic viewpoints.

Traditional computer graphics focus on projections and calculations using geometric 3D data of the virtual environment and objects. Therefore, the cost to render a geometry-based scene is highly dependent on scene complexity (i.e. number of objects, number of polygons, resolution of texture maps, lighting effects, etc). Thus, rendering complex and photo-realistic virtual environments is limited to expensive graphics workstations. On the other hand, image-based techniques depend only on the resolution and quality of reference images. IBR can easily be performed by software-based render-
ers. This allows, for instance, that complex virtual environments be rendered on thin handheld devices.

Image-based rendering approaches are based on the famous Plenoptic Function [2]. The appearance of the world can be thought of as a dense array of light rays filling the space that can be observed by eyes or cameras. These rays are represented by the plenoptic function $P(\theta, \phi, \lambda, t, V_x, V_y, V_z)$, which is a 7D function with an eye or camera at every possible $(V_x, V_y, V_z)$ position that records the intensity of the light rays passing through the center of the camera at every possible angle $(\theta, \phi)$, for every wavelength $\lambda$, at every time $t$. For instance, lightfield and lumigraph [74, 49] are 4D subfunctions of the Plenoptic function by assuming that the scene is static. Such representations have a large amount of data and high computational complexity. The image acquisition systems for these representations are generally complex camera arrays, such as the Carnegie Mellon mobile camera array [19] and the Stanford multi-camera array [110].

**Panoramic Image-Based Scene Representations**

By constraining the viewing space, the dimension of the plenoptic function is reduced as well as the amount of images required for reproducing the scene. For instance, assuming a static camera aiming at a certain direction, an image or a video sequence captured at that position and direction is good enough for representing the scene.

If we constrain the viewer to be on a plane, the plenoptic function can then be reduced by one dimension, as the viewers space location becomes 2D. This assumption is feasible so as the eyes of person are usually at a certain height level for walkthrough applications. Furthermore, if we assume the viewer is static, panoramic images can be acquired by rotating a camera horizontally on a fixed tripod. Figure 5.8 shows an unwrapped cylindrical panorama to a flat image.

Panoramic images are now popular 3D IBR representations due to QuickTime VR [26] and others [47, 85]. Two of the most used representations are the cubic and the cylindrical panoramas.
According to [114], if we denote the image coordinates as \((x, y)\) and the cylinder coordinates as \((\alpha, h)\), we can transform from image coordinates to cylinder coordinates according to:

\[
\alpha = \arctan \frac{x}{f} \quad (5.14)
\]

\[
h = \frac{y}{\sqrt{f^2 + x^2}} \quad (5.15)
\]

where \(f\) is the focal length and \(\alpha\) is the panning angle.

Cubic panorama is another IBR representation where a panorama captures 360° field of view horizontally and vertically, and stores the result in six faces of a cube. This is a type of projection for mapping a portion of the surface of a sphere (or the whole sphere) to flat images. Four cube faces cover front, right, back and left, one the top and one the base, each of them having 90°x90° field of view. Panoramic images in the cubic projection are commonly used as the image source by several spherical panorama viewers such as Quicktime VR [26].

A panorama does not have necessarily to be composed of static images. Panoramic videos can be captured by multi-camera systems such as LadybugTM from Point Grey [94], among others.

### 5.5.2 Remote Rendering Frameworks

There are several existing remote rendering systems. The simplest case of remote rendering uses remote desktop methods such as Virtual Network Computing (VNC) [100] or
Microsoft Remote Desktop. In VNC, a remote system running a VNC server sends screen captured images to client machines. Updates are triggered by the client-end when the user presses a key or pointer button, or moves the pointing device - the update protocol is demand-driven by the client.

A well known framework for remote rendering is Chromium [59]. Chromium is a special library implementation of OpenGL that provides applications with functions for parallel and cluster graphics rendering. Basically, Chromium intercepts the application’s OpenGL calls and sends them through a graph of processing nodes in order to process and render. Finally, the resulting frame-buffer (images) are extracted and transmitted to a remote client for display.

The system described in [14] is another example of remote rendering. The server renders the virtual environment as a movie that is transmitted to the mobile clients. This is a simple solution and is limited to non-interactive virtual walkthroughs. The system presented in [124] uses a web browser as client application for displaying the remote 3D environment. Authors show that they can provide better frame rates using image-based techniques. In [35], the authors employ the combined processing power of clients and server. The main idea is to just render 2D line primitives on the client, that have previously been generated on the server derived from arbitrary 3D scenes. The authors in [40] developed a remote control interface for SGI’s Open Inventor [89] applications. The system transfers compressed images from the server to a Java-based client and returns events generated at the client via CORBA requests.

### 5.5.3 Existing Interactive Image-Based Streaming Systems

This section presents recent research on image-based streaming of interactive virtual environments.

The Rail-Track Viewer [121] focuses on using Image-Based Rendering (IBR) techniques to examine and walkthrough large and complex virtual scenes on a remote high resolution display across the Internet. It can be seen as an extension to QuickTime VR.
or other panoramic representations. The authors developed a system that allows the user to move forward and backward by restricting the movement along pre-selected "tracks", in which the user can interact with the environment only at some points as a panoramic viewer. Basically, data sets are pre-rendered using appropriate rendering engines and the images and their geometric information are stored on the server. The reference images are sent to the client on request. The client will use the reference images to reconstruct novel views by using a layered panoramic IBR model. The images are pre-fetched to a cache, waiting to be transmitted to the client. The pre-fetching algorithm is based on the track points in which the client needs a panoramic representation. The points closer to the viewpoint in the virtual environment will have more panoramic information cached in order to speed up the transmission. The client will maintain at least two points with complete panoramic imagery, which requires large bandwidth and storage capacities. This pre-fetching mechanism can be seen in Figure 5.9, where: (a) the viewer is located between viewpoints $V_1$ and $V_2$. The entire panorama for viewpoints $V_1$ and $V_2$ are loaded into cache, while only parts of the panoramas (tiles) are loaded in for the other viewpoints $V_3$, $V_4$ and $V_5$; and (b) the viewer moves into the direction of $V_3$. The pre-fetching completed loading the panoramic information for $V_3$ and updated the other viewpoints based on the distance of the viewer to the viewpoint. According to the authors, experiment results have shown that their system is able to render at 10 to 15 frames per second (FPS) for 1k x 1k image resolution on a Sun Blade 1000 workstation with dual Ultra-Sparc III 750MHZ, 1 GB of memory and Elite 3D graphics card. Drawbacks of this work are: it cannot be directly applied to thin mobile devices due to high bandwidth and storage requirements; user navigation is limited to pre-selected tracks and viewpoints.

In [116], a client-server approach to image-based rendering on mobile terminals is presented, where the objective is to make it possible to render 3D scenes at interactive frame rates on mobile devices through an IBR method and a client/server architecture. The author's main contribution is how to place the cameras in the virtual environment in
order to avoid exposure and occlusion problems when using IBR. They use the footprint of an urban environment (streets and buildings) to properly select reference images to transmit to the mobile device. Therefore, the camera placement solution works only for urban scenes, limiting its applications. Basically, the 3D virtual environment is rendered on the server, which uses the camera placement algorithm to capture pertinent reference images, and then sends the images to the client that renders new views using IBR. The server sends the initial reference images and the client starts its IBR process. As the user moves within the environment, the client device sends the user position and orientation to the server, which will determine if the client needs new reference images. Experiment results have shown that their system is able of rendering less than 4 FPS on a PDA and between 8 to 20 FPS on a PC.

Using remote rendering, the authors in [69] aim at the protection of copyrighted 3D models manipulated by remote users. The server holds the entire 3D virtual environment and sends certain images to remote clients on demand. The client renders a low-polygon model of the scene while the user interacts with it. When the user stops, the client sends a request to the server that sends back a high-resolution image of the virtual scene.

The authors in [11] present another work on remote interactive virtual environments where the server renders a 3D virtual world and sends images to a client device. The client renders novel views using image-based rendering. The main idea of this work relies

![Figure 5.9: Pre-fetching mechanism presented in [121]].
on sending only the difference between consecutive frames, instead of sending the entire frames. The client sends image requests and wait for the server to reply. Each client uses previous views of the environment to predict the next view, using the known camera motion and image-based rendering techniques. The server performs the same prediction, and sends only the difference between the predicted and actual view. The drawback of this approach is that the client may experience long delays waiting for the next image, because it is a client-based request mechanism. Another disadvantage is that it uses lossless compression. The authors used 256x256 images (192KB) for their experiments. It would be relevant to compare this approach with a lossy compression scheme, where entire 256x256 images (20KB) are transmitted in order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed solution.

In the work presented in [24], the authors explore an alternative approach to achieve 3D graphics capability on mobile devices using image-based rendering. Unlike the geometry-based 3D graphics pipeline, the rendering time of image-based rendering depends on the screen resolution of the output images rather than the complexity of the input models. This offers a potential advantage for mobile devices that typically have small display areas. The authors present a client-server framework for mobile devices equipped with IEEE 802.11b based wireless interface. They have shown a framework in which a 3D graphics programs running on a desktop computer may be used to interact with users on mobile devices. This can simplify the process of developing 3D graphics software for thin mobile devices and offer a way to offload part of the 3D rendering task to the server. Basically, a client device requests images from a server, which renders the 3D environment and send back reference images and depth maps. The client uses the reference images to render intermediate views using McMillan's image warping algorithm [79]. Due to the high capacity server, their scheme can render high quality 3D scenes, which cannot be done on the client through traditional geometry-based rendering. In their experiments, the system is able to render novel views at the speed of 5.9 to 6.2 frames per second on a 206MHz StrongArm processor PDA.
5.6 Proposed Remote Rendering Approach

The proposed interactive streaming system mainly relies on a client/server architecture. The server is the virtual environment host. It holds all of the 3D geometry data that needs to be rendered. Client devices send connection requests to the server. During the connection phase, the initial position and orientation of the user are relayed to the server, as described in the ISP protocol, section 5.4.3. When a session is accepted, a virtual camera is created on the OpenGL-based virtual environment according to the parameters received from the client-end during the session establishment step. The sender sends the initial rendering outputs to the receiver. The receiver will calculate the time it took to receive the image and notify the sender, which will adapt its sending rate according to this information. If no congestion losses are observed, the sender can increase its transmission rate; otherwise, it reduces the rate according to the IITP's rate control mechanism. Therefore, this approach can achieve low rates of fluctuation.

5.6.1 Remote Rendering

In order to overcome the graphics limitations of mobile devices that were discussed earlier, we employ a remote rendering mechanism. A rendering engine based on OpenGL was implemented at the server side. Depending on the graphics hardware capabilities and geometry complexity, the server can render hundreds of frames per second. Our streaming system defines a buffering scheme to improve the quality of navigation on the client device. The idea is to have all possible viewpoints to which the user can go available during the next step. The buffer will be filled with images according to the user's position and direction on the virtual environment. A simple movement prediction scheme is used and priorities are assigned to each position in the buffer, as shown in Figure 5.10.

The movement of the virtual camera is limited to a plane; the camera cannot look up or down, and it can rotate only in steps of 30 degrees. This minimizes bandwidth usage.
Suppose that at time $t_0$ the user's viewpoint and direction are 0.0 and 90 degrees respectively. The next possible viewpoint positions are shown in Figure 5.10(a). Viewpoints are represented by $(x, y, \text{dir})$ where $x$ and $y$ are the coordinates of the position and $\text{dir}$ is the direction in which the virtual camera is pointing in the scene. After every change in position or direction, the new viewpoint coordinates are updated to the server, which keeps track of the user's movements. Thus, at time $t_0$ the user can move to position $(0, 1, 90)$ or rotate to the left $(0, 0, 120)$ or right $(0, 0, 60)$. Therefore, these three positions have higher priority in terms of being rendered and streamed by the sender. Now, let us suppose that the client has received the three high priority images and the user has decided to move forward to position $(0, 1, 90)$. Because the image representing that position is already in the buffer, the transition between the viewpoints is smooth with no lag. As depicted in Figure 5.10(b), at time $t_1$ the user's next possible movements will be forward $(0, 2, 90)$, left $(0, 1, 120)$, or right $(0, 1, 60)$. The prediction scheme also considers previous movements of a user when assigning viewpoint priorities. If at a previous step $t_0$ the user moved forward to $(0, 1, 90)$, for instance, we consider that he or she will continue in the same movement. Therefore, at time $t_1$ the user will most likely move forward to $(0, 2, 90)$. The new priorities for time $t_1$ are shown in Figure 5.10(b). The same idea applies in the case of rotation. Suppose that at step $t_{n-1}$ the user was at $(0, 1, 90)$ and at step $t_n$ she or he rotated to the left at $(0, 1, 120)$. The highest priority will therefore be assigned to viewpoint $(0, 1, 150)$ for the next step $t_{n+1}$, as can be seen in
Figure 5.10(c). The sender must first stream the images with priority 0, then priority 1 and 2, successively if there is available bandwidth. With these prediction and buffering mechanisms, the sender can stream images in advance to the receiver when there is available bandwidth, thereby improving performance at the client side, as the client device does not need to wait for the next image when the user changes the viewpoint because the image will already be available locally.

5.6.2 Buffering for Interactive Image-based Streaming

In order to overcome the graphics limitations of mobile devices, we employ a remote rendering mechanism. A rendering engine based on OpenGL was implemented in our system. Our streaming system makes use of a buffering scheme to improve the quality of navigation on the client device. The idea is to have all possible viewpoints that the user can go to during the next step available on the client side. At the server side, the application decides what viewpoints will be requested to the rendering engine based on the position updates received. The server side will also handle the priority assignment of the viewpoints. The selected viewpoints will then be rendered and streamed to the mobile host according to the scheduling algorithm. The mobile client holds a buffer to cache the received images and serve the image-based rendering algorithm when requested. Both client and server share a common coordinate system in order to provide user interaction and consistency between the client and server. Priorities are assigned and a buffer is constructed according to Figure 5.11. Suppose that at time $t_0$ the user’s viewpoint and direction are depicted in Figure 5.11(a). The rectangles represent the images that compose the panoramas, and the numbers represent how many steps are needed to reach the position that requires the image, as well as the priority assigned to that image. For instance, the camera in Figure 5.11(a), or the user’s viewpoint, is facing forward. The image immediately in front of the camera is assigned priority 0 because it is the image that is immediately required by the image-based rendering in order for it to compose a view for the user. From this point, priority 1 is assigned to the side images as they
are the most likely movement the user will perform. Therefore, these images should be available at the client’s buffer before they are requested. Priority 1 is assigned to the image required to render the viewpoint that is one step ahead of the current position. Unlike video streaming and buffering, the walkthrough system cannot perfectly predict the next frames because the user can move to any of these three viewpoints (left, right, or front). If we adopt a lookahead of 2 steps in the virtual environment, priority 2 must be assigned to the images that can be reached within 2 steps of the user’s current position. Figures 5.11(a) to 5.11(c) show the user turning one step left and going one step forward. Notice how priorities are changed for the same image as the user moves through the environment. In Figure 5.11(b), when the user rotates the view to the left, the left image of that panorama, which had priority 2 is now assigned priority 1 as it is one step further from the user’s current position. This change must be reflected in the scheduler queue because that image now has a higher probability of being used by the client. The scheduler will have to modify the deadline of that image. Since deadlines will be updated constantly, their entry positions in the scheduler queue may change and some of them may even be removed from the queue as their deadlines recede beyond the lookahead currently in use.
**Description of the Scheduling Mechanism**

As explained before, the client application keeps track of the user's position and direction and sends this information to the server. The application at the server side is responsible for handling multiple concurrent sessions and computes the possible images that may become visible to the user. Afterward, requests are delivered to the scheduler with their respective deadlines and are sent to the network resource. In order to provide quality of service, the images must be delivered to the client before they are needed by the image-based rendering module, i.e. before the image comes into the user's view. Therefore, a scheduling mechanism is necessary in order to guarantee that all of the sessions are served on time and to better utilize available bandwidth by accepting the number of sessions that the server can handle.

Like video streaming buffering solutions, we use a fixed lookahead $LA$ where a session looks ahead into the future for $LA$ steps and requests images that may be needed in $LA$ steps in advance. A step is the time it takes to move from one viewpoint to another, i.e. between two consecutive images. This can be expressed as the user's speed. In our system, viewpoint transitions are performed smoothly by the panoramic renderer. For example, when the user is rotating, the renderer projects the intermediate views in order to provide smooth navigation. In the case of the user moving forward, a zoom is performed up to a level at which another image will be required, i.e. one step further, in order to guarantee image quality. Considering Figure 5.12, the darker image is one step further than the camera's current position. The application at the server side will apply a deadline $D$ to the image according to:

$$D = \frac{St}{S}$$

(5.16)

where $St$ is the number of steps and $S$ is the speed. In our simulations, we used $S = 1$ second, which represents the time the transition between views take after the user input.

The time the 3D renderer takes to render one frame is denoted by $T_r$, and the time to
Figure 5.12: The darker image is one step away from the viewer.

perform the cylindrical warping and image compression is expressed by \( T_c \). Considering that a requested image can arrive at the mobile host in \( T_i \) seconds (Time to transmit an image plus the network path delay), in order to guarantee that an image will arrive at the mobile host before its deadline, we must guarantee a maximum time during which the request will stay in the scheduler queue. This time is denoted by:

\[
T_s \leq D - (T_r + T_c + T_i)
\]  

(5.17)

where \( T_s \) expresses the time in the scheduler queue. A diagram of the time spent in each step of the walkthrough system can be seen in Figure 5.13.

The scheduler uses a most-up-to-date earliest deadline first request release policy. However, unlike video streaming, which does not allow a request to be removed or updated once it has entered the scheduler, non-linear interactive multimedia requires dynamic deadlines because the user may change his or her path in the virtual environment, therefore requiring an update in the queued deadlines. In video streaming, the scheduler knows the real deadlines of the requests; thus it is possible to calculate the maximum number of sessions the server is able to accept. However, in our remote interactive mul-
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Figure 5.13: Phases of the entire streaming system.

In multimedia streaming, the deadlines may change on the fly, making it difficult to compute an optimal number of admitted client sessions. When the server receives a position update from the client, an image that had priority 2 in a previous position update may be assigned priority 1. Thus, the scheduler must update its entry in the queue in order to reflect the change. The scheduler re-calculates the deadline $D$ and the maximum time in the queue $T_s$ for that specific request entry.

In order to accept a new client session request, the scheduler has a different approach. To compute whether a new session should be accepted or not, requests of the images with priority 0 and 1 (or steps) will be considered to be carrying their real deadlines and will be served accordingly. Images that are 2 or more steps away from the camera’s current position will be kept and only be served if the scheduler is unloaded (when bandwidth permits). This is necessary because the more distant the image is from the user’s position,
Figure 5.14: Images with priority 0 and 1 must be delivered.

the higher the probability of that image's deadline being modified, as the user may take a
different path, which would mean that the image would no longer be required. Figure 5.14
depicts the images that will have their real deadlines in the scheduler queue. It is
worth noting that increasing lookahead and interpreting requests’ deadlines as real and
final deadlines implies that more requests would have to be processed by the scheduler.
Furthermore, such an interpretation would require more space at the client’s buffer and
a lower hit ratio performance would be achieved (the images that will really be used by
the client versus the images in the buffer). This could lead to performance degradation;
the system would probably perform better if no lookahead and scheduling were used at
all. Rather, the client should request the images, the server should process the image and
send it back to the client, which would immediately display the image to the user. When
a new session is requested, the system will perform an admission test that estimates the
scheduler load with one more session. This test takes into consideration the time it took
to process the last image requests and whether they were served on-time. We employ a
conservative worst-case test in our first attempt to perform admission control. Admission
control is not the focus of this research work and it is assumed as our future work.
Path Prediction

A simple path prediction was developed that takes into consideration that the movement of a virtual user tends to follow a sequence of repetitive movements. Sudden changes in this pattern occurs when the user stops briefly to initiate another movement pattern. Figure 5.15 shows the prediction of the future images that will be required by the client, assuming lookahead $LA = 4$. A path prediction can enable the use of higher values for lookahead so that our interactive system can absorb more jitter and provide a smooth navigation within the scenes.

5.7 Performance Evaluation

5.7.1 Simulation Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate and validate the performance of the interactive streaming protocol presented in this section, we measure our schemes through an extensive set of NS-2 [87]
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![Simulation topology](image)

Figure 5.16: Simulation topology

Table 5.1: ISP/IITP simulation settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>900 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTTmin</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>0.0 - 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>1000 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK Packet Size</td>
<td>40 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue type</td>
<td>Drop tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue limit</td>
<td>100 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Size</td>
<td>10000 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial sending rate</td>
<td>160 Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

simulations. The network topology used in the simulations represents a mixed wired-cum-wireless scenario, as depicted in Figure 5.16, with the settings shown in Table 5.1. The wireless link is simulated with an exponential random packet loss model. We stream images of 10KBytes each for 900 seconds in all simulations. The wireless segment is the bottleneck link of the system with a drop-tail queue and a buffer size of 100 packets. We also assume a full 1Mbps wireless bandwidth link capacity. UDP packet size is 1000 bytes and ACK packet is 40 bytes.

We concentrate our simulation experiments on the network aspects of our solution. Thus, simulation results indicating end-to-end throughput for the different protocols as a function of the wireless channel error rate is shown in Figure 5.17(a). We simulate the protocols for 900 seconds and calculate the average end-to-end throughput for error rates varying from 0 to 16 percent. As expected, ISP/IITP maintains the rate of successfully received packets close to the optimal rate because it does not consider all dropped packets to be signs of congestion. As the error rate increases from 0% to 16%, the ISP/IITP
is still capable of keeping bandwidth utilization high. End-to-end results as a function of time with an error rate of 4% and 10% are presented in Figures 5.18(a) and 5.18(b), respectively.

In order to examine the dynamics of our proposed ISP/IITP, we show the frame rate, or the number of images received by the receiver per second, as a function of time and for different error rates in Figure 5.17(b). Frames per second (FPS) is one of the most important metrics for smooth navigation through virtual environments and for movie playback. When simulated with no errors, ISP/IITP achieves optimal frame rate using full bandwidth. When simulating ISP/IITP on a hostile wireless link, the frame rate variation is minimal, floating around 8 frames per second with an error rate of 4%. The frame rate fluctuation is an important metric as it represents the consistency of scene updates. The ISP/IITP protocol shows low rate fluctuation, which is useful for multimedia streaming. It is worth noting the impact that errors have on the achieved frame rate, as depicted in Figure 5.19(a) and 5.19(b). When simulated with an error rate of 8%, the frame rate dropped from 12 to around 5 fps, which represents more than a 50% degradation. Image files are larger than the MTU and must be fragmented into a number of UDP packets. When a UDP packet is lost, the entire image is compromised because the receiver cannot decode it. We plan to use an error-resilience scheme together with forward error protection in our compressed images so as to minimize the impact of channel error on images, but this is the subject of future work.

Figure 5.17: (a) End-to-end throughput. (b) Frames per second as a function of time.
As can be seen in Figure 5.20(a), the round trip time is close to the minimum RTT (RTT_{min}), which is a constant representing the minimum round trip time for a given route, i.e., a route with no queuing delay. For example, on a wireless link with no cross traffic, RTT_{min} simply corresponds to physical propagation delay. The ISP/IITP’s rate control algorithm always checks the RTT to detect any increase in delay and to adapt the rate and avoid congestion. Figure 5.20(b) shows that our solution is fast enough for multimedia applications even in high link error rates.

In order to better understand the behavior of our proposed solution, we conducted a series of simulations that demonstrate an ISP/IITP flow competing with a TCP flow for the bottleneck wireless link. Figures 5.21(a) and 5.21(b) show the ISP/IITP’s inter-protocol fairness. First, we run the simulation with TCP flow. At 300 seconds of simulation, an ISP/IITP flow is started. It lasts for 300 seconds. As shown in Figure 5.21(a),
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Figure 5.20: Round trip time as a function of time.

Figure 5.21: (a) ISP and TCP inter-protocol fairness. (b) TCP and ISP fairness.

the ISP/IITP flow does not starve the TCP flow. The same can be concluded from Figure 5.21(b), where an ISP/IITP flow was running when a TCP flow started. Our intention with these two simulations was to show that even when ISP/IITP was utilizing the full bandwidth at the time when TCP began, it shared bandwidth in a friendly manner.

Figure 5.22 highlights the importance of a path prediction mechanism. As we increase the lookahead and guarantee that all images are delivered on time, the number of images that are streamed increases exponentially and the buffer hit ratio drops considerably, as shown in Figure 5.22. However, the path prediction enables the system to employ higher lookahead values without impacting on traffic and hit ratio.
Due to real-time and bandwidth-demanding characteristics, it is extremely challenging to design protocols and systems for streaming multimedia over wireless networks for mobile devices. In this chapter, we focus on the implementation, measurement, and analysis of an interactive image-based streaming strategy. We have proposed a remote interactive multimedia streaming system that can be used for a number of applications. We have proposed end-to-end streaming and rate control mechanisms to support the requirements of bandwidth-demanding multimedia systems. Our rate control scheme achieves high end-to-end throughput and low frame rate fluctuation, which is a critical feature for multimedia systems. Our strategy is based on the adaptation of the sender’s transmission rate to the observed received rate. Our buffering solution involves buffering the images closest to the user’s position within the image-based scene, therefore providing the client device with the necessary imagery data for rendering future user’s viewpoints, removing network jitter, and providing smooth virtual interaction. It is also worth noting that the ISP/IITP is an end-to-end solution that does not require any modification to the network infrastructure. NS-2 experiments were conducted so as to demonstrate the effectiveness of our solutions. Our ISP/IITP protocol shows satisfactory results when
competing for the wireless bandwidth with TCP, and is fair enough not to starve the TCP flow. Our results indicate that our ISP/IITP protocol performed well even when the available bandwidth changed drastically. However, it is clear that streaming multimedia over wireless links must have an error-resilient mechanism in order to protect the most sensitive parts of the images because of the high error rate of the wireless channels.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Final Remarks

In recent years, wireless sensor networks have been attracting attention due to their potential applications in several areas. We have observed that a flat sensor network architecture poses serious issues under high network traffic conditions. An extremely high data flow is observed at the nodes surrounding the base station (sink), thereby creating a bottleneck. For unattended low-power sensor networks, this can mean a short lifetime, since the nodes closer to the sink will deplete their energy faster than the other nodes and the network can become disconnected quickly.

Although the cluster-based protocols reduce energy consumption by forming clusters and by aggregating data at the cluster-heads, the bottleneck issue of a single data aggregation point is only postponed. Most data gathering protocols for WSNs use static cluster-heads and sinks. A feasible solution involves the use of mobile entities that collect the data while wandering in the sensor network field. Nonetheless, most techniques that employ mobile sinks found on the literature deal with the problem of collecting data in non-delay-sensitive scenarios. The discoveries and results of this research show that designing a mix of cluster-based and mobile data collector mechanism for wireless sensor networks can meet the challenging requirements of delay-sensitive applications.
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While a fully mobile strategy suffices in providing a decentralized data gathering solution and the proper operation in disconnected networks, it does not guarantee the expected performance in terms of latency. Rather than providing a mobile solution in which sensor nodes wait to relay their data until they hear from a nearby mobile data collector, thereby impacting the data delivery latency negatively, this thesis proposes a hybrid routing mechanism that employs both static and mobile data sinks. Furthermore, protocols for wireless sensor networks are in essence application-specific. It is of great importance to define the goals and functionalities of the target application, such that the tradeoffs can be determined and the design of WSNs protocols can be tailored to provide the maximum performance and benefits to the application, while leaving room for generalization that would facilitate the adaptation of the schemes for the different application requirements.

The experimental results confirm that the introduction of mobile data collectors in wireless sensor networks reduces the bottleneck at the nodes closer to the sink and almost halves packet delivery delay. We believe that emergency response applications or other delay-sensitive systems will benefit from the contributions of the proposed MDC/CPEQ scheme.

The feasibility of multimedia sensor networks and we have highlighted that the existing wireless sensor hardware is still far from being able to support high quality multimedia transmission. The multi-tier architecture approach solves this problem partially by defining clearly the role of each tier and assigning more complex tasks to resource-rich devices. We have followed this trend and proposed an interactive image-based streaming solution for multi-tier WMSNs. As far as we are concerned, this is one of the first approaches that consider the streaming of interactive image-based scenes in a wireless sensor network environment.
6.2 Summary of Contributions

We have explored two main issues in wireless multimedia and sensor networks in this thesis: routing and mobile data gathering in wireless sensor networks for delay-sensitive class of applications, and interactive image-based streaming in wireless multimedia networks for thin mobile devices. Hence, we leave our initial contributions and the foundations of a system architecture and its protocols for delay-sensitive applications. Our contributions include: a suite of routing and mobile data gathering protocols for wireless sensor networks; a multi-tier wireless sensor network architecture; and a set of interactive multimedia streaming protocols for WMSNs and wireless networks in general. A list of contributions to the field of wireless multimedia and sensor networks is given below:

1. We have designed the PEQ protocol: an efficient routing mechanism for flat topologies in wireless sensor networks. The algorithm considers that each sensor node has only local knowledge of the network, i.e., a sensor node knows only its own hop level and the addresses of its immediate neighbors at a lower hop level. This is all a sensor node needs for its routing services. The algorithm is simple enough to be implemented in resource-constrained sensor motes, and fast and reliable to be used for delay-sensitive applications.

2. A fast path recovery mechanism was proposed for routing in sensor networks. Instead of using a sink-based flooding mechanism, our solution exploits the overhearing technique to determine if a route is available. When a path disruption is detected by a sensor node, it will use another route option learned during the network setup phase. If there is no route available, the node initiates a path recovery by searching for neighboring nodes.

3. The development of a cluster-based routing solution for wireless sensor networks (CPEQ). The key idea is the use of multi-hop communications for data delivery, instead of direct communications from cluster-heads to base stations, in order to
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provide scalability.

(4) A cluster-head selection algorithm that considers the energy remaining at the sensor nodes and that introduces little overhead to the network. The mechanism improves the distribution of energy consumption among the nodes in the network by selecting the nodes with higher residual energy in each round.

(5) We have developed a data gathering mechanism that supports mobility in wireless sensor networks. In the MDC/CPEQ protocol, we consider a hybrid strategy in which mobile and static data collectors gather data from the sensor network. The algorithms involved in this protocol introduce little or no overhead to the network and alleviate the bottleneck problem of a single and static data aggregation point. We have adopted a hybrid approach that reduces latency, unlike other existing solutions for mobile data gathering in sensor networks that use passive mechanisms and are not suitable for delay-sensitive applications.

(6) An interactive streaming protocol (ISP) was devised, in which interactive multimedia is streamed to thin mobile devices, e.g., PDA-class sensor motes like the Stargate platform [111].

(7) We have investigated and developed the Interactive Image-based Transport Protocol (IITP). It works with ISP in order to deliver images to client devices. The IITP implements a simple rate control that uses a loss differentiation algorithm called Spike [20] to discriminate the type of packet loss in order to enhance the bandwidth utilization of the ISP/IITP protocol. The ISP/IITP protocol is an end-to-end solution that does not require any modifications to the network infrastructure.

(8) We have proposed scheduling and buffering mechanisms for interactive image-based streaming in WMSNs. Since the interactive multimedia considered in this work is non-linear, the ISP/IITP protocol requires a different scheduling/buffering than the ones for video streaming. The key idea is to assign priorities to the images
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according to the position of the viewpoint at the client-end. Thus, the client device will have stored in its buffer the imminent images that will be necessary to render new scenes before requesting them. This solution can absorb jitter and provide a constant and smooth frame rate at the client-end.

(9) We also leave the foundations of a system architecture that can be used for delay-sensitive type of applications over wireless sensor networks. We expect that this can contribute to future applications of augmented reality in the field of surveillance and emergency response.

6.3 Future Research Directions

During the progress of this thesis work, we have identified several future research directions that can add to or enhance the proposed solutions:

(1) The provision of QoS support for the PEQ protocol. A sensor node in PEQ should be able to select the “best” forwarding neighbor node according to some QoS metrics gathered during data delivery. In its current version, PEQ chooses the forwarding neighbor randomly to distribute the load among different paths, which provides low latency, but it is still best effort. To this end, we are investigating the use of different packet or subscription priorities in PEQ. The PEQ protocol uses publish/subscribe and it could provide a certain degree of QoS by, for instance, defining the priority of the interest data to be the criteria in the subscription message. For instance, the update messages of the tracking of a person or object in real-time should have higher priority than the notification that a light is on or a door is open (application-specific).

(2) The design of an ad hoc communication architecture for the mobile data collectors (MDCs) in the MDC/CPEQ protocol. MDCs could communicate among them
in an ad hoc fashion to deliver data in a large-scale sensor network in order to guarantee scalability and low latency simultaneously.

3. A packet priority scheme for MDC/CPEQ would also increase the performance of our techniques. For instance, when a sensor node has data to deliver to the sink, it could check the priority of its packet and determine whether it should wait until a mobile data collector is nearby, or deliver it immediately to the static route. This way, we could avoid the delivery of low-priority packets through static routes, which is considered costly when compared to the data delivery through a nearby MDC. We plan to extend the MDC/CPEQ protocol in order to support disconnected or partitioned wireless sensor networks. Sensor nodes should be able to cache their data and wait until an MDC is nearby when they are in a partitioned section of the network.

4. A challenging future work is the study and design of a rate control over multiple wireless hops (ad hoc). If we could make the second tier of the proposed architecture (the tier of mobile data collectors and multimedia client-end) communicate as an ad hoc network, we could come up with a peer-to-peer, decentralized, fault-tolerant interactive multimedia streaming solution for wireless multimedia sensor network. An end-to-end ad hoc rate control would also be used in the lower tier of the architecture, in which the sensor nodes capture images from the environment from different positions and transmit them to the multimedia receivers that would perform the image-based rendering locally, without the need of a rendering server. This solution would leverage our remote image-based navigation system to the exploration of scenes based on real-world images, besides the synthetic ones.

5. The investigation and design of an error-resilience scheme together with forward error protection for compressed images so as to minimize the impact of channel error on images.
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